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MEW MEXICO STATE 1RECOED
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, APRIL 11,

SUBSCRIPTION 11.60
ADJUDGED

GUILTY

KELLY CASE

WILL

NOW BE APPEALED

PANKEY

Governor Pankey has accepted' an
invitation from the Woodmen of the
World to address their convention
which is to be hehS at Denting,
Aprit 17 to 19. Six hundred delegates are expected to be present.

The United War Veterans, a New
has been
National
organization,
formed to include in its active mem
bership all veterans of the Civil War,
Spanish War, and World War.
The objects are : To unite in fraternal bonds, through national, state,
local and foreign organizations, all
soldiers and sailors of the United
States; to perpetuate Memorial Day,
as established by the Grand Army
of the Republic, and to preserve
of Our
from neglect the graves
Nation's Dead; to secure employment
for and to assist our comrades, their
widows, orphans and dependent relatives; to promote loyalty, mutual
aid and
among them
in all lines of endeavor; to secure
from Congress and other legislative
bodies the enactment of laws beneficial to the welfare of our comrades,
and to secure employment for those
who have returned to civil pursuits
in consonance with laws which presoldiers
fer honorably discharged
and sailors for govermcnt service ;
to provide and establish homes for
orphans and dependent children of
our comrades; and to inculcate the
principles of universal liberty and
justice to alt mankind of loyalty to
our country, reverence for its institutions, obedience to its laws and
to discountenance whatever tends to
weaken these sentiments.
The organization consists of active
members, called comrades, and in
addition thereto an honorary membership consisting of persons who
performed distinguished or faithful
service or engaged in efforts for the
relief of disabled and suffering soldiers and sailors, or who to a conspicuous extent became interested in
promoting the moral welfare and
physical comfort of troops in camp
or in field, or who are honorably
discharged soldiers or sailors of any
of the Allies of the United States in
the World War.
It urges that members of other
patriotic organizations continue their
memberships" in such organizations,
but join the United War Veterans
in addition, in order to have ore
united organization of ALL soldiers
of ALL wars.
Women honorably discharged from
military or naval service, and the
mothers, wives, daughters, and sif'.ers
of al! soldiers arid sailors living or
deceased, who served in the Army.
Navy, or Marine Corps in time of
war are eligible to the Auxiliary.
The National Headquarters are at
Kalispcll, Montana. The Commander-in-Cof the
is Commandant
hief
Montana State Soldiers' Home.

FRANCIS E. LESTER
COUNTY ROAD SUPT.

AFTER TRIAL OF NINE DATS
Governor
Pankey on advice by
ON ONE OF THIRTEEN IN- telegraph from Governor Larrazolo
Wednesday appointed Francis .
DICTMENTS JURY FINDS on
Lester of Mesilla fark county
superintendent for Dona Ana.
BOND BROKER GUILTY IN
Only one appointment remains to be
FIVE MINUTES
made, that of Taos.
higli-wa- y

After nine days of a trial bristling
with testimony that resulted in the
admission by the defense that a bond
which was not genu'ne had been paid
to W. G. Kelly, the jury on Wednesday night after five minutes declared the defendent guilty of' obtaining $2,605 from the state board

DELEGATES ON JOB
OF RECONSTRUCTION

Governor Pankey has appointed the
following delegates to go to Phila-t- o
attend a
delphia May 2 and 3
conference on nationa reconstruc-Albuquerq;
tion: Nielt B. Field,
Atanacio
Albuquerque ;
Montoya,
Antonio
false
Frank Springer, Santa Fe;
of loan commissioners under
Luoero, Las Vegas, and Nathan Jaffa
pretensess in 1916.
Evidence adduced tended to show Roswell.
that a bond No. 183 of a former
issue had been copied on a printing FILM STORY OF WAR
IS TO BE PRESERVED
plate, and a spurious territorial bond
with the number 254 presented by
Chas. S. Hart federal director of
Kelly through a local bank for payment. It was proved that another the United States war review pub254
had
been
bond
and authentic
lished in film form in theatres
paid.
throughout the country, and being
The methods of the former board a continuous pictorial history of the
in approving board transactions in- war hat written to Governor Larradividually and subscribing to trans- zolo offering a complete set of the
actions carried on in their name by Review to New Mexico free of
a former deputy state treasurer Frank charge. The valuable offer was acMarron, were established by both cepted and the films will rest in the
defense and prosecution.
state museum the heritage of future
Attorney General O. O. Askren generations.
rebefore
the
whose argument
jury
vealed New Mexico's new chief pro- FUNDS FROM U. S. FOR
secutor a man of ability, was asHEALTH DEPARTMENT
sisted by former district attorney J.
H. Crist who has been in the case
In a letter to Governor Larrazolo
since the original thirteen indict- this week John Tombs
secretary of
ments were returned against Kelly the state department
of health creatin
his ed
two years ago. Mr. Askren
hy the last legislature, announces
concluding argument intimated that that Washington authorities have on
connection
in
further prosecutions
hand $3,558.68 which can be used in
with fradulent bonds purporting to New Mexico to combat venereal
be of the funding issue, Series C, of disease
Mexico
New
provided
the old Santa Fe and Grant county matches the
sum from its health ap
railway bonds, may be made.
propriation, and the same amount is
Kelly is in the custody of the
available-alteJuly l, accordsheriff, sentenced by Judge Brice to again
Mr. Tombs who is now in
to
ing
four to five! years, the maximum Washington on private business.
penalty being five. His bond has
been placed at $10,000 and Catron and
IMPALED
Catron and A. B. Renehan his at- IMPOSTER.FOR
BARE BIENNIUM
torneys have filed notice of appeal to
the state supreme court.
E. R. Jay, who on a flying trip
through New Mexico impersonated
AUTO LICENSE LIST
Archie Roosevelt, Brandagee Long,
FOR EACH COUNTY and various
government officials in
attempts to obtain money, and was
Secretary of state Manuel Marti- arrested
in Arizona while on the renez, instead of issuing the Jists of turn from San Francisco where he
automobile licennse numbers in a was entertained al an aviator hero,
printed book for the entire state is was given two years at Ft. Leavensending each county its own list, for worth by Judge Neblett Wednesthe use of peace officers. The coun- day.
ties are being supplied in alphabeticOf 31 true bills found by this ses
al order.
sion of the federal grand jury, most
were for bootlegging.
PANKEY NAMES ROAD
BOSS IN ROOSEVELT LEGISLATORS MAY
NOT COLLECT TAX
Governor Benjamin F. Pankey has
Ball
H.
W.
superintendent
appointed
In an opinion presented by Atof county highways in Roosevelt
General Askren in answer to
torney
county, the nominee having the an inquiry
from Joseph E. Saint
largest number of Party endorseof the state tax commischairman
asas
ments. The nearest opponent
sion, it is held that attorneys who
pirant for the place Mr. McCollum are members of the legislature canwas warmly seconded by former not be
special counsel for
Governor Lindsey and Mr. Pankey the tax appointed
commission for the prosecunot
some
at
being
expressed
regret
tion of
taxpayers as it
able to make a place. for the gentle- would bedelinquent
a position the emolument
man of Mr. Lindsiey's choice.
of which was increased by the legislature, and members are inhibited by
BOOTLEGGERS AND
the constitution from accepting such
EVADERS SENTENCED air appointment within a year after
adjournment.
U. S. District Judge Colin Neblett
this week sentenced Vernon L. Hunt- GRANT COUNTY IS ON
er, colored, to four months in federal
RECORD FOR HIGHWAY
prison and $500 fine for shipping
from
of
twelve bottles
whiskey
The Silver City Chamber of Com- S. Marquez
Chicago to Colmnbus.
merce has
expressed the de- and Frank Caddick will serve sixty sires of thealready
of this section
people
days and pay $100 for sell:ng90liquor in the matter of the expenditure of
days a
to Indians, and J. Jaramilto
ntu
part at least ot tne reneraiwhich
and $100 for bartering booze in the road
money. The road upon
state.
is
that
desired
is
work
particularly
Ramon Aguitar gets eight months between Silver
City and the Mimbres
for failing to register, and later evad- part of which forms the main artery
him.
arrest
sent
to
ing officers
of travel between Santa Rita, Hurley, Fort Bayard, Central and Silver
TEXAS CONVENTION
This prompt action will meet
BOOSTS FOR ROADS City.
with the approval of a large majorof our citizens. Silver City EnTen thousand delegates and the ity
terprise.
trovernors of 30 states have been ask
ed to attend the Bankhead conven
AID
tion at Mineral Wells, Texas, now THREE FOREST
ROADS IN PROSPECT
in nrosress. and not a few of this
number including Governor Larra
Three roads in national forests in
zolo nave gone, in an interview New Mexico which if constructed
dven out in El Paso Governor La- - Will
be handled as forest aid prorrazolo said that the New Mexico
built with the assistance of
jects,
act
would
probably
delegates
forestry department to an exto boost for the Bankhead the
tent to be determined, are being
highway through "a given route in considered by the state highway
this state.
commission in session now in Santa
road in
Fe. The
MULLER ASSISTANT
road between Datil
LAND COMMISSIONER San Miguel; the Socorro
county, and
and Reserve in
the road from Hondo to Mescalero
whose
Muller
ability
Fred
Major
Otero county are the thoroughand knowledge of state land matters in
which improvements are
is well known having been for years fares upon
with former state land commission- in contemplation.
er Robert P. Ervien, has been ap- PACKERS SHOW THAT LIVE
by
pointed assistant in that office
STOCK IS STILL COING UP
Commissioner Nelson Field in accordance with a new law passed
(fHU.. Umm nnf tfl nrtr of meat
the inby the last legislature. In of'
Mr. decreased since the signing of the
terval between the death
asks Mr. Consumer and
Ervien and the election of Mr. Field, armistice?"
com- his wife.
Major Muller served as land
livestock costs more,
missioner by appointment of Gover- is "Because
the answer of Armour and Comnor Lindsey.
pany.
r.tti fnr h month of February
J. F. CURNS QUITS
$12.-4- 0
LEGISLATIVE JOB cost the meat packing company
a hundred. This was 23.38 per
monm
The Republican majority in the cent higher tnan tor tne same
per cent higher
house of representatives for New a yearin ago and 72701914.
Mexico is now 32 by reason of the than
Anoint
u nrwm February,
Fhrtiarv averacred
week of J. Frank
1

Glorieta-Panchuel-

resignation last
Curat formerly assistant Republican
floor leader of that body. A law
passed at the last session provides
procedure for resigning from the leg-islature and it was with the tecreIII
VI
"
He la aA lawyer and
vacation.
lis
.
a.
f
aavwn
uvea at

wapra

la

an increase of 4.14 per cent
over the corresponding montn a year
ago and an advance of 102,36 per cent
over the figures for 1914.
nnt J "7ft" nr
rent hiirner
CkM .
I
o
t7l,Vp.-than in February 1918,. but the per
wc
nw
tor
of
increase
centage
year period was unjy.

$17.18,

NEW BANK AT ARTESIA
TIN HORN HARVEST TO
TAOS WOMAN MURDERED
OPENS WITH CELEBRATION
BE WOUND UP AT GALLUP
BY HUSBAND LAST FRIDAY

SOLDIERS ARE FORMING
A NEW VETERAN'S SOCIETY

INVITED TO
ADDRESS WOODMEN

SPECIAL

SESSION IF
LANE BILL IS PASSED

Should the United States Congress
pass the Lane bill which will appropriate $100,000,000 for road work
state aid plan,
under the fifty-fift- y
will call a
Larrazolo
Governor
special session of the state legislature to tackle the problems that
will arise from handling New Mexico's share of four and a third millions from the federal government.
He would make the occasion one
of worn-an- s
for special
suffrage the only party pledge
of the Republican party that failed
of passage. The governor is for suffrage because it is a platform declaration, though he has been personally opposed to the proposition.

j

II VICTORY

LIBERTY LOAN

COMMUNITY

Domestic trouble resulting
separation early in January
year, climaxed by one of the
revolting and shocking crimes
known to occur at Taos, at
o'clock last Friday afternoon.

11

BUILDING

DEFENSE COUNCIL IS
FOR CLEAN UP WEEK
--

Ta nrnmnt. V. i 1 r rAnrtitinn of
health and sanitation the state council of defense is seeking to find a
week suitable to the greatest number of municipalities to be observed
n. -- 1... i,r
cf - wlin a concerted
L-

to be

der.
He stated that he found Barnes of
one kind or another in practically
every place he went into, the games
running in full blast and no attempt
to conceal the fact that money was
being played for and in some places
In one
the house getting a rake-of- f.
place a crap table was doing a land
office business and plenty of money
changed hands following the turn of
'
the dice.
In commenting on the wide open
gambling as he found it existing in
town Judge Ruiz said that if the
state law is not enforced he will take
steps to see that it is. Those having
punch hoards that are partly punched
out will be allowed to finish the
boards, after which they must not
be replaced.
It is understood that
if the present method of suppressing
open gambling is not successful the
Ruiy ordinance will be adopted.
That the town has been wide open
for months as far as gambl'ng goes,
has been generally known and much
deplored hy law ab'ding citizens.
This condition has caused much comment and adverse criticism of the
town board which allowed the tin
horn element to reap a harvest. The
Cotton citv administration had the
town well cleaned up, but to get the
support of the saloon element the
present administration has pandered
to th:s clement ever since it has been
in offire and the result Is the condition found to exist bv the c'ty attorney when he made his visits about
town Wednesday nicht. wide open,
lawless gambling. Gallup Herald.

asked the chairman for permission nessed by a few people who declare
to make a few remarks.
that it was a most grewsome siglif
"The business men of this town A long trail of blood marked the route
have been giving banqet, for many from her home to the place where
years," he said, "and this is the first she fell dead, and the drab adobe
time to my knowledge that an invi- walls along the way bear silent evidtation was extended to the farmers. ence of where she endeavored to
I am very much interested in the steady herself.
$50,000.
proposition to organize a farm buSimpson having a horse in readireau to aid the farmers in making ness immediately hit the trail south,
The directors and officers of the
demiles
their farms more productive.
but after traveling several
new bank are as follows:
"But with more than ordinary in- cided to return, and gave hiself up
Directors E. A. Cahoon, II. P.
terest, I have observed the conditions and was lodged in the county jail
Saunders, C. M. Farnsworth, J. F.
that prevail in this town. A great the following morning to await trial.
Joyce, J. M. Hervey, Rex Wheatley,
Beecher
Rowan, W. S. Williams,
many of my neighbors, when they He waived a preliminary hearing and
are in need of machinery, clothing, was committed until the next term
A. C Keinath.
and other farm and household neces- of the District Court.
Officers J. M. Hervey, President,
Mrs. Simpson was the mother of
A.
Beecher Rowan,
sities, find it necessary to buy from
marC. Keinath, Cashier; F. H. Donahue,
some of the big
houses nine children. Six by a former
AnothK. B. Rowan, Bookof the large city.
riage and three by Simpson.
"They are sending thousands of er child would have been born in
keeper. Artesia Advocate.
time.
a
short
dollars away from this community
very
Two grown sons by the former
SOLDIER WILL GET
every year that ought to he spent
SIERRA ROAD PLACE
here. That is because you business mariage had left the morning of the
men don't know how to run business. crime for Taos Junction, where they
Now. I am minor to bp !ut a, ovmT- - took the train for Colorado, going
Acting on his announced intention
of giving appointments to soldiers.
ous toward the business men of the there to seek employment. The oth
Governor Pankey who is filling the
town as they are to the farmers. J er children were at school with thi
executive chair during the absence
am going to take up a subscription exception of the two youngest who
mother.
with
were
their
of Governor Larrazolo at the Minamong the farmers, equal to the suberal Wells road convention, Friday
Neighbors are kindly caring for the
scription of the town merchants to
the farm bureau, to hire a business untortunatc crrmren vyno win nave PROSPECTS BRICHT FOR
appointed H. A. Wolford of Hills-lmrcounty road superintendent for
efficiency expert to show you how to go tnrougti lire wun mis prear
BUMPER
CROPS
ALONG
PECOS
Sierra county with the understand
to run your business in that you will sorrow.
in favor of
command, the trade of this countv."
"It has been many a year," said ng that he isis toa resign
soldier in France
That farmer vcrv nrrttrstelv din- - LINK IN IMPORTANT
ftohcrt Beers, the well known orch- his son who
ROAD O'KD BY CILLETT ard man, "since the neneral pros- iupon the latter's return from the
gnosed the disease with which that
war.
town and probanty
many other
pects have been sn br'pht for a bum- William McKean, who has been rrt
towns was afflicted. The farmer, in
t
nn Punpirtliini rtninte f
rf
VICTOR HUGO'S PROPHECY
of
Taos comity
many hundreds of counties are or the Road Supervisor
ofthf ,arp,'anr1 best fru?t crops
ganizing farm bureaus, and employ- - for the past two years was in town
er known in the Perns valley"
Victor Hugo, the great
'
'
ins agricultural and live stock ex- This opinion of Mr. Beers is shared novehst, made a prophecy in 1880,
h a fJ(, )npal fn)itj prow,rs
ports to adv.se them in matters per-- with the s ate citgineir. D
wou,j regain Aisace and
o
dea
a
crm
McKcan's
wreat
to
.their business 1 hey are work has been done and funds pooa.have
taming
Wn m.arfl to csnrc5 them- - Lorraine, and free Germany from
o- efii-1
Re
of the Inn rest ofj
putting their business on an
of her Emepror, as
vided and levies made to cover great. th(,
n
ciency basis, and where the
in the
,hc
he "Ml accom- chant of their community are not," improvements.
fhPV wi he imM to war
fen
freeJ Krance of hmi Many
rendering the service the farmers pigment of Mr. MiKcan was trie ,he extent that thinning will have to
of this remarkable vision
hate been .or are now in process of
expect, they are buying elsewht re.
dne Nnt n'V thK b,,t
mail-ord-

I

r;

-

i

j

1

im-r--

,,nrore-!oerman-

,,.,,.

wiii.il

aJA
,'.,..

twenty-sevent- h
birth
Basketball's
day finds he game flourishing as
never before, and crowding base ball
and track athletics for popular favor.
It was over a quarter of a century
ago, namely, January IS, 1892, that
the first match game of basket ball
Mass.,
was played, in Springfield,
between two class teams of the Y.
The sport
M. C A. training school
was invented by Dr. J. Naismith, then
of the Springfield institution, but
now of the University of Kansas. It

is

estimated that at least a quarter

of a million persons are playing
basket ball as members of a regular
club, and the sport has spread all
over the United State, and Canada,
and to Europe, South Africa and the
Far East. In the early, days ot the
game there were as many a, twenty
men on a side, but since lWi there
have been five to a team. The rules
have been standardized of late
years, and basket ball in its improved
form, ha, become the great American
game. Excerpt from The Davidson-ia-

nrun

l hen rrance
innurr yrtr,
cherries. lltrSelf
Thc
m
fof R
pears, plum, and all otW varieties she wi regain AUace and Lorraine.
,he Pec0"
r"w"
Is it enough? No I No I She will cap- than for manv
years
past,
""T.,i nebrighter
ture listen Treves, Mainz, Colo- ,
,
.
I
I. .
rrcenr rains ann nnunv nik'nt gne, Coblenz. And you shall hear
have done wonders for the fruit cron France cry: 'The clock strikes my
and if frost does not come soon, it hour I Germany, hear me I Am I thine
will take another ra'lroad to haul the
enemy? No, I am thy sister I I have
Peros vallcv fru't to markets.
taken all from thee, I return all to
Farmers are most enthusiastic over thee upon one condition: that wt
MOTOR TRUCKS WILL BE
the general ontlonk. Alfalfa is com- shall no
be a divided people;
USED IN ROAD CONSTRUCTION ing fine and the first cutting will he that we longer
shall be one united family,
ready in less than a month. Thi, one republic.
I will demolish ray
1 ne
motor irum has not only mean, that practically every acre of
thou thine my vendetta
shown its ability to cut transporta- aitana iann in me vancv mis year fortresses,
js brotherhood. No more frontier,
tion costs when used on reasonably w ll yield fwe cutting, and that eadh lTh. Rhine mine ann thine.
good roads, but is demonstrating its ctting will be heavier than in for
"We shall be the liberty of Europe,
ability to cut down tne cost 01 mum mrr year,,
now let us clasp hands, for we
.tr-nwtilnir
mil And
incj the (rood roads which are a vital
have rendered each a reciprocated
or)v;n(T forward to the service.
necessity, if the public is to get the Lfnf,mtn are
Thou hast freed me from
full benefit of the transportation
nf ihe inHus- v.,r, :
I will free thee from
my
emperor.
makes
truck
the
pos (rv j,erC"
savings which
thine
aiblc.
.
There i, a better feeling everyd
trenches
Shell craters,
Reports from almost every section wt,pr(. Rnsines, men ,av that
and dug-ouoccupied by
the country tell of the increasing iPPt:on, nave y,eQn easier tlrs month the Hun hordesformerly
are the only shelter
use of the truck in nignway con - than for a vear rast.
rouna j The truck gardener, will have all afforded thousands of French and
It is universally
struction.
their return to
rUtt m
where' their homes once
,he Ioral
Lh5. 'hVm.0tl, rntdVcirtbfer

f""''" i"ej

WHAT SAVING CAN DO.

Franco-Prussia-

H

MoftM

unci- nit ii.n.iic
est. of the smaller town, and citie, highway by d..Rn.tmg fo co g rueare.n complete harmony with the ton x miles
stock interests
agricultural and
?h RioJ
h,
river
and when there is such mutual con- -- iilr,; !.
.I . . .I
..,.,.,
I
OH a WllC
C
' ' h.
J r
.1"! V
which
andv r,ulls above Cieneguilla
local merchants and dealers absorb
travelthe entire surplus products of the have been an aggravation toTaos for
Fe and
farmers, and in turn supply all their ers between Santa
the. past two hundred years.
needs.
U....T

n.

com-wrtiti- -k

have been allowing gambling

carried on in their places of business
to "cut it out." Punch boards and
slot machines are included in the or- -

at

drive for cleaner towns will be made.
The state council of detense is
n.n.ini Am tPctimnntals nf appre
ciation on behalf of the people of
New Mexico to e presenira io mt
The figures now proclaim rather
families of men from this state who discreditably that ten per cent of
have given their lives in the war.
our phantasmagorical population is
alien. The governunnaturalized
AFTER THREE CENT FARE
ment has already begun to deport a
few of the worst of them with the
The state corporat:on commission red complexions but will never get
the proportion that will do any good
through its chairman Hugh Williams
has wired to New Mexico's senators toward clearing up the atmosphere.
them
to
,nnirf.,Einin rpntirtincr
Springer Stockman.
.
hold a conference with the nepresen-..,
i
tatives Ot Arizona ana iNevaaa ana It is said that Germany is hungry.in
Did she ever consider Belgium
members of th federal railroad
nronosed. anyway? Does she remember when
tia,
gave
to go into the matter of granting Belgium was hungry that sheburned
three cent railway fares in the three her bullets instead of bread,
did
and
institutions
states mentioned, which are the only- her homes and
in ti tintnn where the dis- everything possible fo ruin that counhat Germany got
cr minatory rate now exists, it la try 1 Now what
coming to her ? Springer Stockman.
iaMk

hn

The new Citizens State Bank open
ed its doors for business last week,
and the occasion was not only a
happy one but very unusual. There
are few who ever knew a banking
institution to begin a career under
more favorable auspices or more
hearty good wishes for success. The
occassion took on something of t!he
character of a holiday, and every
countenance reflected the satisfaction felt over the happy outcome of
an unfortunate situation,
A substantial noonday
luncheon
was served to the stockholders and
in
friends
the rear room of
their
the bank, and the counting room
abounded in floral decoration. Every
one present congratulated every one
else, and the atmosphere was pregnant with good cheer and buoyant
optimism. Even the officers and patrons of the competing bank manifested their courtesy and good will
by their presence.
There were stockholders present
from Carlsbad, Lakewood, Dayton,
Lake Arthur, and Roswell. The new
bank starts out with a capital of

a
Following a recent meeting of the
this town board of Gallup, City Attorney
most Ruiz began an investigation of the
ever gambling situation in that city ana
2:30 word was sent out to those who

in

We heard a story recently which
Henry Simpson a son of the late
illustrates a condition existing in Captain
Smith H. Simpson, a well
many of the smaller towns of 2,000 known old timer of that locality,
The business went to his wifes home and cut her
to 10,000 population.
men of a county-setown of about throat from ear to ear, inflicting) a
a
6,000 population
gave
banquet to gashly wound two inches in depth,
the farmers of the county for the
cau,jg almost instant death. Both
purpose of helping to organize a1 her hands were carved in her fran- farm bureau to advance the agricul tic efforts to save herself,
tural interests of the community.
The unfortunate woman ran about
When the needs of the farm bureau 300 yards for aid, followed by her
and its advantages had been discus- youngest child, and fell dead at the
sed by the business men,, and sub- entrance of the law office of Atscriptions offered to finance the pro- torney M. C. Pacheco of that city.
ject, one' of the progressive farmers
Part of the terrible scene was wit-

Never in the history of this country were the opportunities for
children making money so great as
thc present. Any ten year old boy
or girl can these days earn dollars
where their parents when their aged
could not earn pennies.
There was never a time when
children could save and safely invest
GOOD
their
LINCOLN HAS
earnings at so high a rate of
ROADS ASSOCIATION interest as is provided for through
the medium of War Savings Stamps
At a meeting held in Capitan last which the Government is now sellGood ing.
week the Lincoln
Any hustling and thrifty boy or
was organized
Roads Association
in ward schools or in fact
with the following directors: R. C. girl now
of thc public school can
any
grade
N.
D.
Bonncll,
Sowder, Picacho;
now making and saving
begin
right
A.
CapTitsworth,
Glencoe; George
pennies, nickels and dimes, investC.
D.
White
Oakes;
Mayer,
itan;
them in War Saving, Stamps tnd,
A. S. McCamant, Corona; C. F. ing the time
have finished their
by
Gray, Oscuro and Ira O. Wetmore high school they
course will have suffiCarrizozo. Sowder was chosen presi- cient
with which to pay one
dent and Gray secretary of the as- or two.money
expenses through the
years
cashbank
sociation. L, W. White,
and the BOY OR CIKL
University,
chosen
was
treasurer
ier at Capitan,
WHO DOES THIS IS WORTH A
and it was agreed that a canvass DOZEN WHO WILL FOOLISHLY
for membership should be made at SPEND THEIR EARNINGS AND
once over the entire county.
WAIT FOR "DAD" TO "FOOT THE
BILL."
WAR TANKS TO COME
BIRTH OT BASKET BALL
INTO NEW MEXICO
Announcement has been made by
the management of the Victory Loan
campaign of a publicity stunt that
will be appreciated by residents of
New Mexico cities which will De
able to see it work. Tanks that have
served in the war will be sent to
various cities; they will be manned
by American soldiers and will give
The tanks to be used
exhibitions.
weigh- - three tons and are of the
type adopted as tne mosi erncieni
after battlefield trials. Santa Fe is
on the route.
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'food they have little, but by
I
V
own eflorts and the help ot
their
Y"""
'
chow,
and
material
road btnlding
to an extra large lamb cron
various relief agencies they have so
to
work
the
to
one
toward
ne
Kverv'h
speed up
its ability
po.nts
of.,,, h
ahP ,n nh.ain .nffieient
a point that woti.d be imposs:oie ti.p t,est and most nrosneroti, vears nourishment to sustain life. But of
New
Mexico.
'n
without it.
known
eastern
every
clothes they have practically none.
Roswell Star.
The head of the family wears a cast-of- f
LOOP ROUTE WILL
soldier's tunic, a pair of trousers
BE SCENIC WONDER NOTARIES QUALIFY,
patched in half dozen places with
CITIZENSHIP OKED' plain burlap; the mother's costume
The county commissioners of Beronsists of trousers in many instan
nalillo county have put up $12,500.
Governor Tankey ha, appointed ces, or a skirt made from pieces of
and thc bureau of forestry largely the following notaries public; Mrs. ;rast-o- f
garments, and in nine cases
through the instrumentality of Su- Martha Bradley, Quay county; Bo - lout of ten, a man's shirt.
to
spend
pervisor Long ha, agreed
Leather shoes are very scarce and
nigno L. Romero, Guadalupe county
$25,000, provided the state will raise and Ricardo Ortega, Socorro cotin- nderclothes a luxury. The children
conthe
for
balance
of
$50,000
the
go about garbed in a heterogenous
struction of part of a loop route from
Convict, who have served their collection of cloth that could not be
in the
Ranch
Ellis
to
to
Albuquerque
term, and whose restoration
graced with the name of clothes.
Sandia mountains. Beautiful scenery
bv the Sock, and stockings are articles that
was recommended
w 11 be opened to the traveling public state board of pardons, have received have become practically unknown at
if the project is put through. La their papers by act of the governor a clothing necessity in these regiions.
Madera and Bernalillo are on the as follows:
Relief agencies, such as the Amer- proposed eventual route, and an
Enriquc Maes of Otero, convicted lican Red Cross, have done their best
in
reached
is
feet
9000
of
elevation
of wife beatinrs. Ervin Johnson ofj to suonlv these people with clothing.
the sixty mile course that is planned. Colfax, convicted of passing worth - 'but war necessities came first during
less checks, U priano f.scuncro oi.the great conflict and the needs ot
MAJXIMUM SALARY IS
Santa Fe. convicted of burglary, these People had to wait upon ths
FLAMM
PAID SUPT.
Alejandro Salas of Grant, convicted demands of the fighter,. When the
of carrv'ntr deadly weapons. Lorenzo maioritv of these refucee, were col- of fleeted in the south of France, th
Roy H. Flamm. accompanied by his Monies of Torrance, convicted
and entering,
ha& cone to Alamogordo where breaVine
Alphent lothinff Question was not so im- the lieutenant will assume the duties Hambly of Rio Arriba, convicted of jportant because of the mild climate,
p,nt now that they have returned
of county road superintendent of murder and at one time under a life
of o tne cold climate ot norrnern
and John Southern
The commissioners sentence
Otero countv.
inFrance, clothing become, almost as
have fixed his compensation at the Grant, convicted of assault wilh
maximum pllowed under the new tent to kill.
necessary as food , and especially
notarial
Governor
Further
when living conditions are such a
appointments
law, or $2000 yearly.
imo
commisA.
a
ixiiiato.
i.anins.
elude:
oxi?t today in the devastated areas.
Miguel
Pankey ha, given Flamm
When they were driven from their
sion as mounted pol'ceman. without Arriba county; Katherine Darnell,
ire. home, before the oncoming licim-- n
rutuy county; r.nnque
pay except when in the discharge of Artesia.
police duties. Flamm wa, decorated Las Vepas: Delia May Vann, Stell hordes they took with them only the
cott E'ter. clothes they had on their backs. la
in France, having been cited for worth. Otero County;
Carlsbad: R E. Robinson and Nor returning to their homes many wear
some quick th:nking in getteing
Shoemaker.
these same clothe,, worn by months
up to the big game while man Hampel, of
and even years of weary wandtr
under fire. He was invalided home
PANKEY HAS SEVEN
ing. But even the best of clothej
sustaining the effects of gas.
BIG CATTLE TRACTS with the best of care do not last
rever. What's to be done? The
FIRST QUARTERLY HIGHGovernor Benjamin F. Pankev has people of America, laborers, meWAY MEETING THIS WEEK
have
completed the purchase of a large chanics, professional men all.
shirts.
The first state highway meeting. cattle ranch, on the Texas side of i good answer. Suits, coats, tne
insnoe, mat
wh:ch are held quarterly, went into the line in the Peros valley, making underwear, socks,
the sixth of which he is now the dividual ha, decided to discardshiv-ill
session at the capital on Wednescive much better service on the
Springer, At- owner. He has a deal pending
day. Commissioners
He ering and exposed back, of the unkinson and Kempenich being in con- for a big range in Oklahoma,
of Europe than a
ference with State Engineer Gillett has one pasture in Kansas, one i fortunate million
in the family ragbag.
on the entire h:ghway system of Col6rado, and three in New Mexico. dust cloths or of
this region must,
the state, contemplated roads to be In an interview in the Santa Fe The people have,
respond to the
desienated as sta'e highways, finance, New Mexican this week the govern- a, they always
better times in the cattle desperate appeals of these poor
organization of field forces, and of- or predicts
fortunate, during the week of March
fice standards and practices being Indnstri in tht next five yean tfrem
'
L
n
ever before.
tome of the subjects considered.
r
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REDS FALL

MRS. EDWIN F. GAY

30MMANDER J.

TERMS READY

IN BATTLE

N. TOWERS

CARRIED BAD EGG

RED FLEET TO

BY EASTER

TWO WEEKS

ATTACK ALLIES

Man
ALLIES WIN ENGAGEMENT WITH
NO CASUALTIES AT SRED
MEKHRENGA.

U.S. SOLDIERS ARE SAFE
ANARCHISTS GET WORST OF NEW
OFFENSIVE DRIVE IN

WILL HAND GERMANY NO "KINDLY TERMS," SAYS PREMIER
LLOYD GEORGE.

ANARCHISTS

ARE MAKING

BOLSHEVIKI

HUNS

RUSSIA.
Western New.fpaper I'nlon Newt Service.

Western Newspaper L'nlon News Service.

The KusHiun
Archangel, April
report nf tin- fighting in the
sector shows that
.Mekhrengu
tinliolshevikl lust "ihi
iuiU
ii to tin- - los priswounded, in
i
inki-ioners
Tim
l.y tin- ullii-i- l
allies siistiiliii-i- l tin riiNiinltii-s- .
The
Uolshevlkl have resumed tin- liotiilmrd-luiMi- t
of the ISritisli iiml
positions on tin- I nit river. Allied
patrols picked up u niniilii-- of linlslie-vis- t
wounded near tin- scene of fight-lu'I'lu-.at Sred .Mekhreiigii.
also
picked up II number of llllll'llllli' (.'IJIU.
M. V. Arnold of London, Ohio, and
B. It. Ityull of liloomfield,
.(., V. M.
('. A. Moiki'is who have I n missing
for several days and llm-isoldiers captured hy tin- - ltolslieviki
on the licNIile iizerki seeior, are helm,' talien lo Moscow, according In
received In Archangel from
ihozersknyii.
They ni e apparently
being well treated.
Tlie le
'nilier lioiu h, a chaplain
Willi tlie llriiish forces, who was
near
Ozerki on .March
III, was released hy the ISolsheviki and
mailt- his way ihrutigh tin- American
lines on tne Miiogiia rout.
he chaplain brought a letter from llynll Unit
he, Arnold and the soldiers were beThe soldier
ing taken to Moscow.
lire Sergt. Cleiin W, I.eilzell of
Mechaiiic
.lens I', l.iiur-seI'll.;
of Mariiiette, Mich., anil Private
liecninn llo-a- n of Ietrolt, Mich. The
advices brought hy leather Honch was
the first direct word regarding the
safety of any Americans captured hy
tlie liolslievikl. The American lted
Cross at Archangel Is endeavoring to
ohtain
informal ion regarding
the
j'l'isniiers.
8.
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The Sunday Ob

lire entirely unfounded. Premier Lloyd
George and President Wilson are doing everything together for a peace
which It will he possible for the
democracies to guarantee, ihe newspuper declares, and It Is
authoritatively expected that the preliminaries will he finally settled within three or four days.
peaking

i

r

g

7.

English-s-

Aiui-riiH-
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April

server says it has the bent of reasons
for stating that tlie pessimistic re
ports regarding the peace conference

red
-

MUST PAY UP TO LAST
FARTHING IN THEIR
POWER.

Washington always welcome! an
aouthern hoetess, especially one
is charming aa Mra. Edwin F, Gay
wife of the new senator from Louis
ana. The Gays are from New Orleans

l

With

MARKET

Fits Hai

QUOTATIONS

Lynn (Mass.) Gypsy
Arrested.

BALTIC
ORDER
NAVY TO FIGHT ALLIES
ON WATER.

PROGRESS

Afflicted

LATE

AS CURE

Wtatern Newspaper Union Nawa Servleo
DBIfVRn MARKETS.
Cattle.
Fat steers, choice to prime. flt.OO01l.lt
- -- Kerr, Kooa...10 cnoios. .
11.11
Fat atstra f.ip
u.ooSia.n
Heifera. prime,
!'!!
it's
li.so
C'owa. fat, good o choice. . ll.OO01l.il
Cowa, fair to good
1.609 M il
1.000 .o
meaium to fair
cowa, canoera
t.00
TOO
I..
gulls
Vaal
calvea
14.00
Feedera. good to choice. . . . 1I.7J
Faadara, fair to good
ia.00
Stockera, good to choice... 1100 ij.ii
8. 511
10.lt
Stockera, fair to good.

Lynn, Mass. When Mary Guy. a
t.vpsy who owns a small store here,
was
on a charge
of
arraigned
larceny before Judge Thayer In the Salem superior court, a new cure for fits

REPULSED

developed at the bearing. It was tes
tifled that John Qauthler of Salem
SIBERIAN ARMY GOES TO RELIEF bad gone to Lynn in search of one of a
gypsy tribe whose members were ac
OF AMERICAN AND BRIT-- .
credited with many cures of various
I8H TROOPS.
diseases In and around Lynn. Mr,
Gambler was directed to Mary Guy.
She charged him $250 for advice and
Western Newspaper t'nlon News Service.
gave him this prescription as a cure
Ixmdon, April 5. Leon Trotzky, the for fits:
Bolshevik minister of war und marine,
Break an egg In a handkerchief.
has ordered the Russian Baltic fleet
to put to seu und attack the allies, carry It around In your pocket for two
weeks, then spit down the thrott of
threatening to have all the crews shot
If they disobey the order, say reports.
London, April 5. News has reached
London that a detuchment of Admiral
Kolcbak's Siberian' forces hns succeed
ed in getting In touch with a detachment of allied forces in the neighborCommander John N. Towers has hood of Archangel. The position of
been selected by naval officials for the the latter is dangerous, bu tlie allied
proposed transatlantic airplane flight, troops command tlie Mil nan n railway,
to be made before long.
The giant and, consequently, the western ports
ceaplane NCI, now at the Rockaway on the white sea, and It is believed
naval station, will be the plane to there would be little
difficulty in
make the trip.
reinforcements
there by May,
The recent reverses of the Bolshevlkl
lire held to have
the ullled
SITUATION IS DELICATE prospect of holdingimproved
out.

"".

ill.

BoB-a- .

Good hoga

..fU.85019.2f
sheep.

.11
Lambe, fat, llarht
.119.00 111
1 11.71
Lamba, fat. heavy.
Ewea, good to choice.'!!!! 12!501I.7I

Dressed Poultry.
following prlcea on dreaaadt
'
Turkey., No. "II
.7! .7. .21 0
.
. .23
old toms
choice
Turkaya,
...
..18
Mens
Tha

vej-a,

"4

Ducka,
Geeaa young

Roosters

.
.

,.!!!!

.22
.20

..12

I.I P. fknultrv.
lbs. or over

26 027
27 $28
1B
vnilnoI'nris.
The
4,20
pence
preliminary
"
Geeae
17
treaty will he ready hy Kaster and the
22
18
Sprlnga
!!!!!!!...
1
30
Germans will he asked lo come and
2
to lba
oionera.
STRIKE IN FRANKFORT!;sign it at the end of April or the he- of
May, Premier I.loyd George
ginning
Egga, strictly freah, caaa
of Great Itritaln declared- In an Intercount
$10.75910.80
view wlili Stephaiie I.auzanne, editor
MANY PEOPLE KILLED IN STREET of
Uuttcr.
Ihe Matin. In answer to a remark
London. The Bolshevlkl, in atCreameries, ox. first grade,
FIGHTING OF WORKERS.
hy M. I.auzunue that whut troubled SETTLEMENT
FRONTIER QUES- neks east of Bolshola Ozern, were de
lb
62
Vradu
Creameries:
second
public opinion was not so much the
feated
the
allied forces four times
by
TIONS STILL HELD UP.
69
atorag-c)lb
(cold
delay as the secrecy In which the
March 31, and once on April 1, accordProcesa butter
R2tlSl
GOVERNMENT
GAINING
SOME
peace negotiations were wrapped and
S7uil8
Packing atock
ing to an official statement Issued on
CONTROL AS LABOR SUP- was
fear
dlver-that
some
there
j
LABORING
COMMITTEE OF FOUR
jilie
The
operations in north Russln.
PORTS AUTHORITIES.
Vecetablea.
geni e of opinion, the British premier
HARD FOR SOLUTION OF
losses of the enemy were considerable,
18.00
Beana, Navy, cwt
said :
4.00 ft.no
while the allied casualties were slight,
BIG ISSUE.
lieana, Pinto, cwt
Ueana.
Lima.
lh
.30
n Newspaper fnlon News Service.
"I affirm ahsoltltel.V that there is HO
the statement adds. The text of th-- i
Beans, green, lb
.350 .40
Stuttgart,
Beana, wax, lb
.35 0 .40
communication follows :
April X Proclamation divergence among the negotiators.
Western Newspaper T'nlon News Service.
Beeta, new, cwt.
f n general strike of working people They are often confronled with
2.000 2.50
"On March 31 the Bolshevlkl four
Brussels sornuta
.180 .20
t YVtirlteinherg
was met hyj ideal difficulties which can only be
Paris, April 4. President Wilson imes attacked In strength our
Cabbage, Colo
1.750 2.00
i
.11
counter strike on the purl of the .settled after close sludv.
Cauliflower, lb
.160
and Premiers Lloyd George, Clemen-ceaeast of Bolshola Ozera and again
.65 5) 1.60
Celery, homegrown, doa...
and Orlando continued their dis on April 1, when they also attacked
bourgeoisie. Slreet fights developed! "Ta ke the question of reparations,
8.6
Cucuinbera, h. h doa. . . . 1.00
in the afternoon, ami three persons , siihslance
Lettuce, head, doz
1.500 1.71
the allies have one com-n- e cussion at President Wilson's, resi- along the railway. All the uttacks
Unions, table, doz
.750 .16
believed to have been killed, while lmm
dence.
Other peace conference or- were defeated.
1 once set forth
wiiii-4.00 0 6.00
Onlona, cwt
prn,.pe,
Him
for
Advice.
$250
lb
All
.11
Charged
met.
also
Peaa,
the
new,
nr injun-iiconfer
iiiun.i
t II IIS
"Our
ganizations
showed
troops
great gallantry
'Germany must pay up to Ihe
.26
Peas, new, Telephone, lb..
lie casualties
ences tended to unravel the tangled and steadiness.
occurred when a last farthing of her power.'
Our losses were chicken; then
2.00
cwt
new,
Potatoes,
1.400
In
11
wrap yourself up
of strikers, holding a
Radlahea. lonsr hothnlisa.
.86
.800
"Hut Is it sufficient fo draw up u Issues still standing In the way of slight, but the enemy, losses were conards
of
red
silk
and
an
sit
for
hour Radishes, round, hothouse.
.350 .40
for their demands, met a hill ami hand It to the
siderable. A regimental commissary
i a white cloth."
enemy? Must peace.
1.600 1.76
Turnips, cwt
of government we not require guarantees
large detachment
The meeting proceeded amid an who was taken prisoner said tbnt the
ami must
"Did you follow the prescription?"
tt ps with muchiiie guns and ar we not
HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
the terms, methods and other wave of apprehension spreading attacks were meant to be decisive. It asked Judge
Thayer.
mored cars. Tlie roups Insisted that forms ofstudy
F. O. B. Denver, Carload Prices.
Must we through the conference over lack of is expected that the attacks will condelayed
payments'
"I
but
Ihe strikers disperse.
I'd
did,
certainly
your
honor,
Hay.
not he able to say to our adversary any tangible results after the council tinue while the snow lusts, but there
Recognition Not Proposed.
be sitting there yet If that would
The strikers refused and adopted a when he
Buying Prices.
Washington.-Lo- rd
pleads inadequacy of re- of four had labored continuously for are signs of a thaw."
Colorado
ever
cure
Heading, forniT threatening attitude.
me.
a
I
the
per ton. .822.00021.00
upland,
fair
gave
thing
After several sources: 'Yes, you can
I'.rllisli ambassador, authorized the
20.00021.00
Nebraska, per ton
go as far as leu days.
warning shots, the troops fired. There that ami you must do it and you must
At allied headquarters trinl, your honor, but it only made me Prairie Hay, Colorado and
Archangel.
This
statement thai suggest ions that Pre- was
was
worse.
accompanied by
some
was
That
ton
20.00021.00
continued
Nebraska,
some brief
per
egg,"
it was reported that the situation was
fighting do that.'
mier l.loyd George had advised tlie
23.00024.00
reports from those close In
Guuthler. "I broke It up as the gypsy Timothy, pertonton
which the demonstrators were
after
on
nil
19.00020.00
fronts.
The
Alfalfa,
per
unchanged
a
"In
we
shall
enemy
word,
simply present touch with the council of four showrecognition of l.eiiine or Troizky, the driven off and order restored for the
told me and carried It around with me South Park, per ton
22.00028.00
has
no
mnde
new
a
since
attacks
hill
or
collect all the money pos- ing that the situation, while not desbeing as long ns I could. I
liussian llolslie isi leaders, were whol- lime
Gunnlaon Valley, per ton.. 21.00022.00
wrapped myself Straw, per ton
being.
5.00 0 6.O0
sible
Well, that is where the work perate, was at least serious because severely repulsed April 1 but the artil up In the red silk, and sat on
ly unfounded. There lane been many
the
Stuttgart, however, is growing nerv- conies In, slow and difficult work, of
radical differences on some funda- lery on both sides continues active In white cloth, but the egg was
reports out of Paris thai strong in- ous. Tlie gas and electric
Caraln,
always
supplies
fluence was being brought to hear lo lane been
by the fact that technical mentals In the settlement of Ger the Odozersknia sector.
me.
32.41
I opened both windows of Oata, Neb. 100 lba., buying
shut off and the food situa- complicated
After the Bolshevlkl had held a posi- with
Corn chop, sack, selling
of the highest capabilities and many's western, the
8.10
have Ihe associaicd governments rec- tion is
experts
but
the egg wag there Just Corn in sack, Belling.
my mom,
serious.
the
demands
3.01
Although
tion
for
i
several
hou.s
astrid the road the same. I never will
are not In agreement and the eastern Polish frontiers.
ognize tin- P.olslievist regime.
White cornmeal, per 100 lba
4.00
that
of ihe strikers are ostensibly for the great experience
forget
between
Bolshola
Ozera
OdorzerYellow cornmeal per 100 lba
and
themselves either ns to the
4.00
among
One
of
the
who
American experts
egg."
removal of martial law. the release method of
Gluten
1.34
feed,
skala
aacked, selling
they were driven out and It le
or as to the as is constantly being consulted on quesFlares Will Aid Flight.
of political
Judge Thayer gave Mary Guy an op Bran, Colo., per 100 lba, selling.. 1.71
and new elec- - sets to be liquidation
reported by prisoners that their losses
realized.
I'lanie and smoke lions for the prisoners
tions before the council, gives the fol- were
to return the $250 to Gau
uslilngtnn.
portunity
Soldiers' and Workmen's
extremely heavy, one shell from thler, which she did, and the
Floar.
"No, there is no divergence among lowing glimpses of what is
flares developed during the war and
going on a Russian
larceny Hungarian Patent, 98 lba., aacked,
Councils, It is believed In government Ihe
battery exploded In tlie charge against her was dismissed.
negotiators but, alas! there are behind the scenes:
Improved recently hy chemical experts quarters that they are
to
diacount
15.14
subject
working
midst of a
of Bolshevlkl, killing
Inevitable ones among the experts,
of the army will he factors in the
Hungarian. 48 lba., sacked, sub"The situation Is extremely difficult, fifteen men.party
under Hie surface to bring often
to
2.51
discount
ject
those
from
same
the
among
transatlantic flight to he undertaken about the downfnll of the government,
as regards the western
Hungarian. 24 lba., sacked, subcountry. Who is to decide between particularly
next month hy naval seaplanes.
to diacount
1.38
ject
Hy
frontier of Germany.
by which hey hope to endanger the them If
Paris. The situation In the Archnot the negotiators, and do
dropping these flares at intervals, the national government.
Burglar Talked In Sleep;
It Is claimed
In
"President
n
Wilson
HIDES
AND
in
PELTS.
northern
concllatory
Russia
hat
angel
region
think
can
it
you
aviators will he aide to determine the mat it is intended that the strikes
always be done
Bride Listened and Told
spirit, hns been willing to do most been forcibly brought to the attention
quickly?"
ot ineir planes in the cross here shall
(Quotations furnished by Charles
all over Germany.
spread
Friend & Co., Inc.)
anything to assure French security of the peace conference by the publicaw inds ami make the
corrections neces
short of the stultification of engage- tion In Paris of the British statement 5
RiirirThlnss
Frederick
Dry Fllat Hides.
that
Golf Course on Vimy.
30c
,
Butcher, 16 lba. and up
saiy to keep tlieiu on their course.
lierlin. The forces of law and orments mnde at the time f the armis- that the troops In the Murmansk and
wart of New York city talked
16 lba
under
30c
Butcher,
Man.
der are the complete masters of the
Canadians have tice.
Winnipeg,
all
in
Fallen,
were
In
were
about
his
weights
2gt
Archangel districts
sleep and
dnnger ol
Wurttemberg May Join Reds.
laid out a
Bulla and ataga
situation
at
course on
17C
,
golf
"The French have been assured of extermination unless they were speedoverheard by his bride of two
Culla
Herlln. Tin- news of the situation The labor
of the city, VI my ridge, according to a letter Just every
organization
salted hidea. 6c per lb, leaa. jst
reinforced.
months led to his Indictment
the
Dry
ily
in P.aviiiia is being followed with keen
military
protection
nloug
advices slate, has ranged received from a Canadian officer in Hhlne and for
to
Dry horaehides
kilometers east of
Brig. Gen. W. P, Richardson, U. 3.
charged with holding up a subinterest in Wurttenilieig that it Is itself on the side of
price of green salted.
the authorities Krnnce. lie said that I'resident Wil that river, evenfifty
to the extent of con A., is on Ills way to tnke command of
Flint
Hides.
way passenger and robbing him
Dry
considered significant that the meet- and
Wool pelta
placed the organization at their son probably will be Invited to play Ihe
28c
of $2,100.
Short wool pelta
ing of tlie Wurtteniherg National As- disposal for the prevention of disturb- first "official" game on this historic sidering that any military activity in the American forces In north Russia,
J3C
DeIs expected to reach Murmansk
that
section
a
No. 1
shall
be
and
The
as
on
looked
occurred
Butcher
J7C
robbery
upon
shearlnga
has
been
sembly
indefinitely post- ances. When attempts to plunder In course. Vimy ridge was captured hy hostile act.
No. 2 and murrain shearlings
Ic
on
200
cember
the
with
in
and
soldiers
11,
few
a
There
wedding
The
days.
students of Munich Un- the Alsladt
poned.
saddles
and
of
Bucks,
16c
pieces
Canadian
were
renewed
fearful
after
pelta.
troops
quarter
fighting,
December 16. The groom gave
Ore
"But this Is not considered enough, is apparently no change, however, In
Suited Hides. Ete.
like Senate deposed
iversity
action resulted in the effort and It is understood that France prob1
prompt
S Heavy cured, No.
(over 25
and additional claims lead to the con the avowed Intention to tnke the g the bride a present of $1,000.
and Its administration transferred to being
lba.)
13014c
nipped in the hud. Twelve of ably will present the ridge to the do- viction
A few dnvs ago Mrs. Burs- - f
cured. No. 2 (over 25
are
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EIGHT ROOM HOUSE

The kitchen Is large and la designed
toi the Installation of every convenience thnt makes the work easy In

HARMFUL EFFECT OF

CONVERT

PASSENGER
DELIVERY

CAR

INTO
OVERHEATING MOTOR
the "woman's workshop." The size of
12
18
9
Inches
Is
feet
the room
by
0 Inches, At one side there Is a
A local garage recently modified I
OF MODERN DESIGN feet
base- Don't Disregard Warning Signal
to
the
closet and the opening
automobile to meet
used
a
is
rear
ment stairway, while at the
When Radiator Steams.
of a grocery by simple al
needs
the
Is
made
large pantry, where provision
terations to the body, without disturb
the Ice box so that It can be Icea
Provides Plenty of Room With for
ing the gasoline tank or front seat, or
stove
from the rear porcli. The sink,
Cylinder Walla and Piston Rlnga Will altering the chassis, writes G. A. Luers
unci work table all are placed bo that
All Conveniences.
Score, Causing Loss of Compresof Washington, D. C, In Popular
the work may be performed with the
sion and Power Knocking
magazine.. The upholstering
leaHt number of steps.
t
Also la Warning.
and rear seat were removed and a
the
to
the
head
of
will
What
appeal
sheet metal In the
NOOKS ADD TO ITS COMFORT
of
section
the.
household Is the den oil the reception
"The man who speeds his motor to back was cut away, down to the wood
A substantial step of wood,
the limit little realises the danger In frame.
hangers, was placed at
volved," says William H. Stewart, Jr, with sheet-IroDen, Breakfast Room and Sun Parlor
"If the cooling system proves equal the" rear entrance to the car, and a box
of
This Economical
Features
to the extra work, well and good, but for needed tools was placed on one
Home of Wood Construction.
With the flooring
If anything falls the engine Is In dan running board.
re- ger of ruin. Of course this will not evened op where the seat was
By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
or
in
front
a
built
and
some
guard
without
removed,
preliminary
happen
Mr, William A. Radford will answer
t
section of the reur, to keep
The radiator the
questions and glya advice FREE OP
symptom of trouble.
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
will steam slightly at first, but If this the merchandise from falling out, the
casubject of building, for the readera of this
warning signal Is disregarded and the transformed car was of ample
paper. On account of til wide experience
motor Is still forced ahead the cylin pacity, and convenient for the speedy
a Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
la, without doubt, the highest authority
der walls and piston rings will score,
I I
on all theee subject. Addreas all inquiries
causing loss of compression and pow
to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie
er. But this cannot continue long beavenue, Chicago, til., and only enclose
three-cefore the piston seizes and the motor
stamp for reply.
stalls and cannot be cranked. If this
Houses that are designed so that the
happens while the engine is being
builder will get thp niOHt for his money
run at a rapid rate the fly wheel will
In number of roams, convenience and
be unable to free the piston. The re
arrangement and attractive exterior
sult will be to twist the crank-shaappearance are the kind that appeal to
out "of true, wreck a few bearings
the prospective home owners this year.
and crack the crank case. This Is a
The features enumerated are, of
Second Floor Plan,
permanent Injury which can only be
course, what every one wants to get
when the house Is planned, but many hall. This room Is 11 feet 3 inches by remedied at considerable expense, bo
do not get them. However, architects 12 feet 0 Inches, a size which will ac- do not disregard the warning given
who design homes of moderate cost commodate comfortable chairs, book- you by the radiator.
"Occasionally an engine Is overheat By Slightly Altering the Body of an
fo what might be termed the average cases and the tables that make such a
Windows on two ed without doing all the harm men- Old Touring Car, It Was TransAmerican fnmily have developed many room attractive.
formed Into a Convenient Delivery
features that help In attaining the sides permit plenty of light, but at the tloned above. In that case It develops
Hume time there Is plenty of wall space a peculiar knock. This is caused by
Car for a Grocer.
Ideal In dwelling construction.
An eight-roohouse, which contains for the bookcases. There also Is a the piston and ports of the cylinder
up and removal of numerous
r"
hot
red
and
arloading
preignlting
becoming
large closet off this room.
many attractive features in Interior
the charge or gasoline vapor in me small packages of groceries. The cost
Much Closet Space Provided.
rangements and which can be erected
As this explosion starts of this Job Is only a small part or
Four bedrooms, each at a corner of cylinders.
at a moderate cost Is shown In tho ac- body would cost,
before the piston reaches top dead what a delivery-ca- r
eomnnnvtns: Illustration. The house Is the house, giving excellent ventilation,
both center It has a tendency to reverse and no expert workman Is required to
for
econo
enough
for
which
makes
the
bathroom,
large
square,
nearly
a moke the change.
my In cost, but at the some time the tub and shower, and a nook at the the direction of the piston, causing
aun parlor and side entrance break the bond of the stairs are nrovtded In the knock. On hearing this the careful
is in
large motorist retards the spark to see l It UStrUL is
MHr IN
Cmcnur.no I
atralght lines and give It nn attractive, second floor. An exceptionally
too
the
Is
caused
also
is
spark
having
home-likcloset
given,
of
amount
by
space
nppearance.
and
comfortable
.Can Be Made by Ham
The illustration shows this design In The two front bedrooms are 13 feet 0 far advanced. If the knocg contin
the ues he opens the switch, but tne en Brasa Spring
Piece on Both Sides
wood construction, but the house can Inches by 14 feet 3 Inches and
Soft
mering
trine keeps running. It Is running by
Hammer.
With
that Is, the overheated
parts fire the charge without the elec
Soft brass can be made Into spring
This Is a perplexing brass
tric system.
by hammering both sides lightly
problem when It first occurs, but un with a hammer, using a smootn souo
der the circumstances throw out tne block of some kind as an anvil. This
clutch, place gears In high speed, ap- produces a slight hard film, which
ply foot brake, then engage the clutch. elves the brass the quality of a spring,
This stalls engine. It will also help ... Aiinff nf'trrtnillnir will remove this
If spark Is retarded and throttle clos hard film instantly. This unk is use- ed. So heed the warning given you ful In an emergency where a brass
by steam from radiator and favor the spring Is needed and nothing but soft
motor until the steaming has stoppea. brass la at hand.
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GREASE

IS BAD FOR RUBBER

OBSERVE RATE OF OIL FLOW
Acta aa a 8olvent and Destroys the
Bit of White Paper Slipped Behind
Material Use Rag Saturated
Tubes Will Show With Con.
With Gasoline.
siderable Distinctness.
Almost every car owner today knows
It for nnv reason It Is difficult to
that oil or grease Is very bad for rub observe
the rate of flow througn tne
and
solvent
a
as
destroy
ber, acting
oilers mounted on the dash,
foprt
oil
pihr
or
When
grease
lng the material.
Tl
ttinrrl
IAI,n
try slipping a bit of white paper be- d w.tn" hinri thn tubes to elve a ugnt duckground, against which the contents ottha irlnsses will show with considerable distinctness, even in a poor
light.
ourm u.
OU

be produced Just as euslly In brick and
stucco. An alternate plan would show
It with brick up to the second floor and
stucco above. This is slightly more
expensive than wood construction, hut
gives the house a distinctive appearance.
Large Sun Parlor Feature.
The floor plons show the arrangement of the rooms on the first and
second floors. The entrance, located at
the side so as to give the front over
to the large sun parlor, opens Into a
reception hall of good size. The stairs
of
leading to the second floor rise out

$ I
"

I

1
"

ll

I

ii

two renr bedrooms are 12 feet 9 Inches
a
by 13 feet 9 Inches. Each opens off

is at the other end. There Is a closet
In every room and an additional one
off the hall.

The basement extends under the
whole house and may be divided Into
as many rooms as the owner wants.
The heating plant, especially, should
be shut Into a room of Its own, to pre.
vent heating the plnce used for the
storage of food and to keep the dirt
confined.
Building a home Is a popular occupa
tion this year. Thousands of persons,
who during the Inst two years have
been unable to build because of restric
tions on building, are now planning to
go uhead with their projects and before fall arrives many will have their
desire for a home of their own realized.
For the family that is comparatively
large and wants nn attractive and con
venient home, the plan submitted Is
excellent. Builders are competent to
make such little changes In the design
as the owner may want, but It always
is a good Idea to consult an architect.
The small fee these experts charge is
saved many times over in a house that
is at all elaborate.
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BARNEY OLDFIELD.

FOR SEVERAL YEARS

FAMOUS AS AUTO RACER, HAS

She Washed Her Hair.
Muncle grandmother went up tc
the bathroom to wash her hair the
other day. After she had wet her hair
she reached behind her to the wash
stand nnd got a cake of sonp and lath
ered the hair, giving it a very thor
ough lathering indeed. Then she closed
her eyes lest the soap suds should get
Into them and kept them tight until
she was ready 'for the last rinsing.
Then she opened them and behold her
beautiful white hair had become a bril
liant yellow.
She was horrified. Not until she
happened to see the cake of sonp she
hod used did she solve the mystery ot
Its chnnee and then she knew. She
had usd a cake of soap her grand
daughter had bought to dye her silk
waist. Indianapolis News.
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First Floor Plan.
the hull and beside the stairs Is a
closet for outer clothing. To the right
of the entrnnce is the living room and
to the left a den.
The placing of the living room and
dining room side by side across the
front of the house, with the sun parlor opening off of both rooms is an
attractive feature of this design. The
living room is 13 by 17 feet. At one
e
with bookcases on
end is a
either side and small windows above
them. Double doors open Into the sun
parlor and a like opening leads to the
dining room.
The sun parlor Is unusually large,
being 18 feet 6 inches wide and 8 feet
6 Inches In depth. Continuous windows
on three sides make It a room that will
be greatly used, especially In the
summer.
dinSpaciousness Is a feature of the
ing room as well as of the living room.
It Is 13 by 15 feet 9 inches. It, too, has
an opening Into the sun parlor. Having a corner exposure, there Is room
for two windows at the side and one
In front, at the end of the sun parlor.
Back of the dining room, also on a
corner. Is the kitchen, but between the
two rooms are features that will be
appreciated by the woman who likes
unusual conveniences. It will be noted
that the architect has put in a breakfast nook on one side and a large
rhlna and linen rase on the other.
Breakfast Room Convenient.
The breakfast nook is 5 feet 9
seats
Inches in width and has built-iand table. Being but a step from the
kitchen, this provides a convenient
ulace for the children and other mem
bers of the family to have their breakfasts, without the trouble of setting
tbp rl'nine mora table and carrying the
foorJ that much farther. The large
t'nen anil china case places the dishes
nd t.ili)e tinea also at hand.
fire-plac-
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might the world In that dark
hour.
Crushed by a cruel tyrant power,
Through wildest storm and blackest

Well
brown

and bare,
Torn by the plow's relentless share,
Rasped by the harrow's tearing teem,
(Yet guarding still the seed beneath)
A sullen, cold resentment feel
At the sharp driving of the steel ;
Not knowing when the pain was past
What Easter flowers would bloom at
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Well might the fields, stripped
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F Christ to earth had never borne
The message of the Easter
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(Yet keeping Freedom's spark alight)
Cry out from every bloodstained sod,
"There ' no "8hti B0 ,i,e' n0 God1''
Dld w not know that c,lvarv,g way
M

llllri

ReUrreet'n D'y'

Oh, If our vision bounded were
By the three crosses planted there
On the bleak hill of Calvary
If that were the last sight men see

If Christ to earth had never borne
The message of the Easter morn-- All
that we see or think or seem
Is but the fabric of a dreaml
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Well mlflht the body, bent with age,
Or where the deeper passions rage,
Racked with disease, disgrace or sin,
v.. " ...rrflnn" itlll the SOUl Wltni n I
In IU blind agony or sname
the great Creators name
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If Easter brings no lnsnlred the men of the greatlove of
to the spirit.
world with the
the
of
nations
wearied
soul
a
to
heartening messnge
brotherhood and
with worldly cares, no new Inspiration humanity, of human
would be none to sac
to take hold of the things worth while Justice, there
me
with a firmer grip, no new feeling of rifice themselves today against
organized system of
Easter Always Anniversary of De. citizenship In the eternal, our songs most powerfully
world has
and flowers and pomp and pageantry, greed and Inhumanity the
of Wonderful
liverance
however beautiful, are of momentary known.
The hope Inspired by the resurrec
value.
Message of Hope.
tion of Christ has lifted the nations
Divine Easter Message.,
but surely out of the welThe message that Euster brings to gradually
Joy of the Christian soul
If there were no
of
selfishness.
ter
bearIn
direct
a
Is expressed at Easter
very
the Individual has
not make the
well
as
we
future
might
beone
as
such a volume of song
ing upon his life, for what
nnd
the
strongest
might go
sacrifices,
rises upon no other day of lieves about the future life may his
way as In the brute world.
the year, In the wealth of (lowers that largely determine his character, and
Not since the early days of the
adorn altars, In the music of choirs even his eternul destiny. Oue may
of the resurand the praise of the children In their even go further and say what a na- church has the doctrine life been so
tion believes about the hereafter de- rection nnd the future
exercises are round me
as In the present
of the Joy of hearts overflowing with termines the character of Its govern- strongly vindicated of free men
volwhen millions
home
time
nt
of
renewed
In
a
of
Its
ment
donllng
hope
practical
the happiness
lives for the
their
the
of
up
gave
character
untarily
the
u.u
and
ur
and
ui
abroad,
lire, it is tne anniversary
underlying
liverance of the greatest message of national life. The man or nation that great Christian principles
ever
restrained by the feeling that the establishment of free nations.
has
Is
not
received,
hone the world
In to do their duty, the
summed up in tne tnree nine mu, there Is another world In which there Rushing
to uoa.,
"He Is Blsen." It Is the Christian will be a higher Justice and a con calmly trusted the future
tlnued life of some sort, Is dangerous. Fatalism could never make the ngnt
"victory day" Easter.
thnt civilizaPassing over the strictly religious for liberty and Justice
Most men everywhere nt all times
Is making today. Only the Chrlshave had some sort of Idea of immor- element In the resurrection of ennst, tion
of the resurrected Christ Is
us remember that
tality. It Beems to be an Inherent momentarily, let on thnt first Easter tlnnlty of Inspiring the effort.
was made
capable
doctrine
The
humankind.
In
history
quuljty
women
It was a great day for the world
of the resurrection Is not an entirely morning. When the devoted
announced to
one. Even the pngnn before us went dowirto the tomb of the Lord when the angelic choir
jew
of the Savior, but
birth
was
the
It
of
love.
given
iinon
mission
was
and
shepherds
their
the
of
truth
had a gilmpse
announcement It was a greater day when this same
moved to recognize It In his own way. to them to hear the
to turn the Savior rose victorious over the grave
was
that
an
from
doctrine
angel
Nature herself proclaims the
to and gave to mankind the hope that
and In every bursting bud of spring tide of history and to give Impetus
men that has carried them onward and upward
time and the new songs of the birds the movement of uplifting
Jesus and will continue to bear them as they
we read a confirmation of our belief is still gathering force today.
He gave to approach to the perfection of their
In a future life. Nature rejoices along was a great teacher and
?
with men In a realization of the glory the world Its best principles nnd pre- Master.
of life, for that which was dead is cepts. But there have been other good
teachers of morals and religion, and RABBIT AS EASTER SYMBOL
alive again.
who knows but that His teachings
to
World.
Brought Light
If
With the Egg, It Has Always Been
But while we see in nature the sym would not have perished with Him
and
dead
the
from
not
risen
had
He
resur
the
of
truth
Assoclatel ss Appropriate to
the
of
bols
great
'
the Season.
rection and delight In the pleasing become the living inspiration for the
were to come after him,
processes of the breaking forth of millions who
Enster originally was an oriental
new life In the natural world, the Herein lies the distinctive difference
Christian has something deeper nnd between Christ nnd other teachers feast In honor of the coming spring,
more firm than nnture upon which to and between Christianity and other or the rebirth of the year. The rabbase his belief of Immortality. The codes of mornls and religion. Chris bit Is noted for Its prolific offspring,
materialist may seek to rend his fu- tian worship Is directed toward a per nnd thnt nnlmnl wos chosen as an Enster symbol because It typified the
ture In the natural world, but the son and does not consist In veneration
adherfrultfulness of nature. The egg was
Christian derives his chief hope from of a dead lender and slavish
set
or
of
life
of
reguto
a
rule
ence
selected ns an emblem of Easter celea different source, a source no loss
not
Is
nil
Above
Chrlstlnnlty
bration because It contains the germ
than the message from God himself. lations.
Its
a
life, drawing
of life and Is therefore typical of the
When Jesus broke the bonds of death a philosophy, but
nnd
a
living Christ,
revival of life at the beginning of the
and became "the first fruits of them Inspiration from
It
that slept" He at the snme time be- having a universal appeal because
growing senson. The Illy bulb, llko
the egg. contnlns the germ of life and,
came the hope of all humnnlty. Be speaks the language of love.
means of growing within Itself, and
Religion Imperishable.
fore Him, the way wos dork and
Such a religion enn not be "beaten." accordingly Is appropriate, carrying as
shrouded In mystery, hut on that first
Easter morning He threw a flood of It has all the qualities of the Imper- It floes the additional symbol of purity.
light upon the gates of eternity, which ishable, and so long as the church
Only One Possible Life Giver.
illumined the way for all nnd settled maintains steadfast Its belief In the
It Is certain that a strong belief In
the question of Immortality forever. resurrection It can not be conquered
the resurrection was the chief strength
It Is but natural that the anniver by all the hosts of evil.
The resurrection of Christ was the of the early church nnd its preaching
sary of such a day should be celebrated with various manifestations of Joy, supreme victory of the ages, and not eno.nirnged the early converts to enbut amid the songs and the flowers even was the overwhelming defeat dure all things. "A dend Christ might
and the pageantry of our celebrations of the Hun hosts battling on the have been a teacher nnd wonder workthe great motive of the day fchould western front a greater one. For er, und remembered and loved as such.
not be lost sight of. Things that min we may say that If Jesus Christ had But only n Klsen nnd Living Christ
the Life nnd the
ister to the esthetic sense should not hot lived and died as He did and had could be the Savior,
be allowed to overshadow the appeal not risen from the dead and had not Life Giver to all men."
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An Italian Ideal,

Great Ideals make peoples great, and
Ideals are not great for the peoples
unless they go beyond their bounds'
rles. A people to be great must fulQll
a great and holy mission In the world.
Interaal organisation repreueuis u
sum of means and forces accumulated
for the performance of a
mission without. National life Is the
Instrument, International life the goal.
the future
The nrosneritv.
- the -elory,
.
of a nation are In proportion to Its ap- proxlmatlon to the assigned goal.
on "International
Mnzzlni
(1871).
New School's Snap Judgment.

A number of years ago when a Bos

ton paper asked leading authors of
this country and England to name the
best poem In the English language.
James Whltcomb Riley chose Longfe!- low's "The Bridge." He found In It
every element necessary to a perfect
poem. Most of tbe other writers said
there could not be any "best" and declined to make a selection. The new
school of rhymeless and rhythmless
Terse writers have ruled Longfellow
ad Tennyson out as "artificial" apd
second rate. Exchange.

Noted Driver to Devote Time to Tire Manufacturing.
rtin.M r mimv venr fflmons as an automobile racer andhisholder
t
per-fte tlme record for one rnlle from a standing start, has announced
u
io
uuie
nis
aevoie
win
"""""
mallent retirement from the track, lie
.

ftThe E&ster Eg&s Story

The origin of the custom of coloring
a mile from standing
Qn . May 15 1910 oidfield set a record of 40:53 for
eggs Is given In a diversified tradition,
still stands.
ct.
Automobile wner the "sweet bird" mentioned In
oidfield was disqualified as a racer last year by the American
ancient sons Is the one that
i
in pxhlhltion races at county fairs, as the official I
i,' 1
ucvnucv
bbsuiquuu
I
watched over the sacred tomb, accord.
were canceled because of the war.
Retirement. comes. after 27 years in tne racing game, viuueiu
,ng to Bn Bnclent legend.
.
.i n u himiMa mm.
ho nnH imvd unvuu I When Caesar -landed in Britain
ne
career In ltsw. r or ten years iuo iuuc
1902.
since
races
automobile
in
tooni the Druid bard and Celtic poets
tuning their harps In praise of na
ttonal heroes ana national aivinmes.
Valva Trouble and Misfiring.
Leak.
Cock
Drain
I
cant- laaar samstfltr tttom
Repairing
IT. aM.il
a
in
W
, .....
JUBl
WSUriUK
Whm a silent leak develops
nar rst
lo
-sdrain cock, such as the one that is
mother
and
Cerldwen.
a
of tne relator,
ln
M
the control with a hould remember this In searching for
tBgof
CTiiW?'!.
causes
the
T.h
persistent misfiring.
very often cures the trouble.
Mt tt fliuut mnd that he went wepnlne
Luminous Paint tor auio.
fh
rth , .parch of her
Effect on Car Finish.
A luminous paint for sutomobliea wanderlna mother, whom she at last
an
exert
In
temperature
Changes
nrina- - time when with
Invented in England is said to be so I fmlI,,i i
extremely unhappy effect on the finish
coated with it Is
car
ATieA her tears. Llwy was a
a
that
effective
he
difference
of
the
because
car
of the
mues wiuw i favorite goddess In North Wales as
In the coefficients of expansion of visible at nignt lor iwo
use
of
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lamps.
varnish.
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natal and paint
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late as the twelfth century. She was water, where they remain until the
a national protectres. famous for her eegs are hard boiled and the print of
bravery, her bright trappings and her
transparent shield. The hen was hersacred emblem and It Is highly probable that to her worshipers she rep
resented, as did the hen, "ncreased
fertility and newness of life.
In Germany, however, the chief Interest centers around the Easter egg.
And as soon as the "klnderklns" are
tucked away In their beds on Easter
eve the good frau and sll the grownup members of her family assemble In
the kitchen and begin the preparations
for the morrow. She has had the forethought to go early to market In the
morning and secure a great basket of
the largest eggs to be found. And
now they are brought from their hid
ing place and wrapped each in a piece
of
calico; wrapped tight
and tied, then dropped Into boiling

the calico Is well burned Into the
shell. Spinach was an
dye for plain green opes, onions made
the yellow ones, nnd cochineal the
red.
This gathering of the older people
npon Easter eve was as much a function as the stocking filling upon Christmas eve. Indeed, more so, as friends
were often asked to Join the party,
which was called the "egg coloring,"
and after the eggs were finished all
hands took part In the "hiding" of
them. For there was no corner so
remote that Mr. Hare could not find
It and no hole so small he could not
crawl through. He Is certainly a near
relative of Alice's rabbit for he is
often known to squeeze through the
e
of the bookcase and lay an
egg behind the books.
key-hol-
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HIT ABSENTEE RULE
i
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Absesntee government is the name
given to the present failure or tne
Eecut,v
and. prominent
Lk'f
iah.net officers to remain on the job
wben Congress is not in session and
when the problems of reconduction
are pressing for immediate and rapid

NEW MEXICO

Senator Francis E. Warren, of
Wyoming, and tha new Chairman
NEWS REVIEW
of the Senate Military Committee,
urge the American people to practise
thrift and economy thru tha purchase
of War Savings and Thrift Stamps.
BERNALILLO
Senator Warren sets forth the following reason why these Govern-men- t
securities constitute excellent
Incareone Lara, an employee of the
investments both from the national Santa Fe Railway company, mas hit
and personal viewpoints.
on the jaw by a jack lever last Fri"Aside from the benefits derived day afternoon while working in the
by the Government thru the sale of shop yards and instantly killed.
War Savings and Thrift Stamps,
A car was being raised by several
savins thru lending to the Govern mm in trie yards by means of jacks
ment is a concrete form of practical, when one of the jack heads slipped,
constructive citizenship. When Ame causing the handle to fly upward
rica entered the War there wereLara was struck on the chill with the
only about 50,000 holders of Govern handle which resulted in death in
ment securities and today there are stantly. Albuquerque Herald.
Thus the Lessons of
over 30,000,000.
Manuel Otero returned last Frithrift and realization of, how savings
ids the small sulary earner and day from a visit to his sheep ranch
every day citizen in forging ahead in western Socorro county. He was
has multiplied the number of securi- - making preparations for lambing,
Lnl.l.r. , . I t fl A
nf R which will start in three weeks. He
(n(. ghoTt pBriod ,panned by a period said that lambing had already started
f
of tim
,ban two yea, A, on John Q. A. Otero's ranch and that
,he outto, of ne war w were re. the percentage of lambs lost was in- an extravagant
peo-- ! consequential.
cognized
Albuquerque Journal,
. a,
.
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reaJ le iiso, of ,he ,ime, declare
begin-are
American
citizens
,0iu,"nthat
The President m Europe ha. re- o foow io ,,,
foot,tepg of
ceived from Senator Calder, of New ning Frenchi
the thriftiest of races.,1 Miss Ruth
l)e
a
can
ne
.nai
vongress R
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torn,
piea
these Government Felix that t
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back again as soon as possible
order to give stability to the new
MINORITY RULE IN CHICAGO
liberty loan and muke it a great
success. Secretary Baker, who do- conditions at
results
Tho pernicious
possible fended the unutterable
crossed the water to help
under a primary nominating system Brest, hasclaims
of
and
against the
been demonstrated in liquidate
has just
Don
r. I.
nn.nMn
Chicago where a rcry small minorwho
proposed at the be- ity 6ucccedfd in renominating Wil- iels. of thefirst
President the lamest of
liam Mie 1 hompson for mayor on
;r-- t
the KepuM.can ticket, and with the lit'
tii rt i n n inr tiai limp it p in is
vote of Jill element! opposed to
Amtric.m institutions, combined with now in lialy, after a Tint to hit
in Krnnce, visiting the Italian
lhn prof iet' of Im admin is tration, chief and
enjoying himielf general- navy
ucceudt.il in reelecting hira.
secretary or aiaie loosing isrnuno durim. the wnr
duti" j" WashVtQ7ia
and lie hmt lUu
brcn
,u
i .
mflton, a silent rioure at verRfiiJie
t ait time
pander
the President overshadow
tut
city where Meanwhile
minority of the
criticism is rii?
of Chit i (!" who aro in nympfithy n'mwith (fie HoUSoviki and extreme o rknong meiuDeri 01 iianifl ana oeninternational generalities
;ttt
s
c ati
of E urope.
His reolertioti t a distinct tltsvjrrtcc should take precedence over the,
to the Kep'U'litttn pbi iy and a con couotiy needs.
Jena an! ion of any
y stem t !i rough
THE COPPFR SITUATION
which tiuch a result can he accom
i
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securities we become
the Government.
"These reasons w by we
and invest in Government securities
are motive, of everyday patriotirm.
When we lend the Government our
saving by purchasing War Savingsin
"nd 1
Stamps we are aiding
t,rlvI of
creating a citizenship
-..

nririou

innucel

because thev
have a tangible shore in running the
The
Government.
of
machinery
thrift habit stimulates a desire for
knowledge of the operations of the
GovTnmcnl, and mrvkes for a more
intelligent and enlightened citizen-ehip- .
-

"There it no more powerful agency
for the Americanization of the for- eirn born, tor it tends to obliterate
the obnoxious hyphen.
"Inventment in Government fecuri-- j
tiei dero.trat a hi;h type in--of
j
patriotic endeavor. The mon y
vested is safely cared for by the
1" discussing the position of top-- a jjreatrst banking houee in the world,
the r.fttion, backed by the richest re
the prospects for early htv
Pr and
'n tbe me.tnl, D. C. JacM'ns; source on enrlh, populated by more
ni.iparring director of some of tie than .OO.OO.OCC enlightened and inwtirlu s greatest copper rnine, s.utl dustrious peonle, and dividends are
"No man tan safely predict th- dtxlared in the form of increased
n enlightened
imrnediate future of the copper ami- - nitional prosperity,
tion. But I havt-- no doubt that after citizenship, and individual inde;en
dence and happ'neaa
'.vo.--l,
const riTct ion
readji;t"nent,
ft broad
as well as in the United
Sfit's wi!! place copper on a fir.n
F ROT EOT THE HOME WOOL
basil
"At present it is like Roini; through!
While the ROernment la doing a
a hard winter.
Yoil can t tell how
the wool and
ng it will last, but we know there B,reat d.ea,' lo
e situation conti-grewill be a spring and this should be ,heeP "du,ry
.be of efHt 'mPrtnnee.
followed hy a growing summer. So nue
Statistics of the war department
f,r we are disappointed but not dis-- ! show
the government has on hand
couraged
.'We intend to keep things going ",00' totalling 47,lC(i,5ifl pounds to
disposed of when demanded,
m long as we havo money or can
borrow to do so. confident hot cop- - The government on account of war
e
tier will ultimately be on a suhstnn-- needs as planned contracted and
tiol and profitable bacis. At the pre- - chased 722,450,168 pounds of wool
tent time cost of production is in ex- - valued at $500,000,000.
This includes 10,000,000 pounds of
Cess of market price."
Copper men just returned from new clip yet to be delivered and
Europe say that Germany will need 68,000,000 contracted from foreign
copper and plenty of it. With peace governments
It would seem that future policies
signed and either credits or financ- ng available, large orders for cop- - would require atricter utilization of
per may be expected from that coun- - the American product and shutting
try. Factories erected in European out imports.
of the gov-b- e
countries during the war period will With the
utilized as peace plants consum- - ernment the American woolen mill
ing large amounts of copper metal, industry can absorb the wool pro- In the meantime freedom fromjduction of our country,
But it takes two years and with
labor troubles and increased lebor
efficiency will be a determining reviving demands for clothing on the
feature in successful operation of the part of our people the industry will
flourish.
nines.

tn-k-

havinir

an

overwhet.-nint-
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him through.
ROOT ASSAILS

Elibu Root, former Senator, nnJ
and one of the ablf&t Kepubticcn
Secretaires cf Stjte, has interjo'.cd
into the conforence at Versailles re- -

commendations as to the League of
Nation, which have not only had
weight there, but it is believed
will have decisive effect upon the
great debate soon to tegin anew in
the Senate.
He proposes that arbitration be
limited to justicable questions, that
conferences be held from time to
for the codification and devol- opment of international taw, that the
United States hold aloof from the
internal affairs of other countries
and that the Monroe doctrine be
witrineio rrom control ol tne League,
that any nation at the end of five
year may upon one year's notice,
terminate its obligation to maintain
territorial integrity, and that the
covenant be revised after five or
ban years. In view of tha President's
opposition, however, it is not believed
here that these amendments will be
accepted. It is argued by many senators that no League of Nations is
necessary to validate the right to
America.

McCtine is building a new
'I hi
house will have five
room, panlry, bath and a la r ire sleep- in
p(rcli and will be modern and
' J11'
in. every ,,art ie.ilar
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Holste'ns S'jld
Dr.

A.

D

Crilc.

pnsidc-n- t

of

'
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tht

State cnl!ene, lasl Friday sold lo
James liiyetnek of Albnqner.pie, a

Icveti head of choice
infliidn.i? tlitee cows, two
heifers, five calves and one bull. The
was iU,700.
consideration
The animals were Dr Crilc's personal proper ty;
'hie of the iows included in the
transaction is among the one hundred best cows in the United States,
as shown by actual milk and butter
fat tests. She has a record of producing about 22,(K0 pounds of milk and
more than 1,000 pounds of butter in
a vear.
rhirytiian,

COLFAX
Bootleggers Sentenced
Dick Grujicich; Antonio Martino,
and John Fojich were arrested on a
charge of bootlegging, and pleading
guilty, fined $300 and costs and given
four months' jail sentence. The jail
sentence was suspended pending further action of the court Raton
Kange.
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Fine Office Suite
The handsome new offices recently
fitted up for occupancy by the employment service of tlie Rocky Motin- tain company in the room formerly
occupied by the 1'ioncer Mercantile
company are now in use by the employment service force. This is probably the finest office suite in the
city unless it be that of thc Swastika
Fuel company
Raton Range.
Plans for taking up the option on
the plant of the Raton Electric Light
& Power Co. by the city of Raton are
under consideration by the city council and the light committee.

This County A World Beater
J. O. Johnson, one of our best farmers, is one of the many who a few
years ago landed here with less than
He is
$500 and in very poor health.
going to. have a sale on the 10th in
order to get rid of his surplus stock.
He owns one of the best farms in t.he
county and says that if he were to
sell the one he owns he would buy
another the next day after he had
sold right here in Curry county. He
is an enthusiastic booster and says
that it is the best poor man's country in the world. Clovis Journal.

Meat Prices
V

csourP-.iioNc- e

i

I. L. Cone of the Pleasant Hill

I

neighborhood was in town Tuesday.
Mr. Cone says the wheat is looking
out h's way and there is an exceptionally big arrcag. He says that
so much of tin land has been put in
sm ll grain thut much sod has been
brokr.n for row crops. Clovis News
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At, I th!a iroat
i The branch
::.i;)M'd
house tnauag.-- re.ivta with It
a memorajiduiu c!
It cost
to proJuce the moat
It ii n
aimpla matter then for him to
determine vbat he must seek
to get for It If be la to show a
profit. And, he mast sell It In
the open market. In direct competition with other packers'
branch houses, local abattoir,
and an forth. Aluo. he must
face
the oncertalntlea of
weather, heavy receipts of fish
and fowl and, often, unexpected
and unusual circumstance.
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The farmers of the valffy arc
Planting larejcr crops than they have
in the past years. Many acres winch
hcretofore have Rone unrnltivated
are heitiK planted this year and
are that much more prohi;
vince than in pa ft years will
prown this year. Many dry fanners
arc also banking on the rain and are
putting in crojs. Koewt-- Rerord
K.
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were stuck
The
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Walnut flats, 25 miles west of here
were under water for miles Lake
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tinder the heading of
circumstances" for Instance, wonld some the recent
epidemic of Spanish Influenza.
Statistics rathered by Armour
h lie)
and Company show th;
the epidemic was at It height
eounfresh meat parcbaaes tne
'

ne
t.l.arl

of Intense
hen! : a s. v.
whiuh
I. ,s Ertt loads
d ina!i"i" trans- '.ition ii'"Rtal. ; aaT
re
;tp:s of ni: or gume; locul- -

j

!
i

siliie meai .oiniiiB on the
inarkite in mail .ummimltles
all or an) of ihe.se factors
have a marked eflect on the de-

Hranc!i
house
managers
tti list I.fcau8e storage facilities demand
it dispose
of
their stock each week so far as

Company's fresh meats parallels the prios of livestock and
is constantly further affected
by the conditions mentioned.

With these farts In view,
readers must comprehend that it Is not possible for
Armour and Company to fix Us
price of meals.
fair-mind-

ARMOUnCOMPANY
CIICA69

0
DC

right-of-wa-

DONA ANA

Sweet Potato Drying Plant
Crombie and Company, of El Paso,
last week leased the Frcudenthal
Farms Co. buildings, near the Las
Cruces depot, and will convert the
building into a sweet potato drying
plant of a capacity of 15,000 bu. or
750,000 pounds. Mr. Crombie has invested $5,000 in the enterprise for
(he renovating of the buildings.
The farmers of the valley are cooperating with the company by giving
their notes to Crombie & Co. for
half of this sum of $5,000 invested in and what it can accomplish.
the new plant.
By this investment Crombie & Co.
LEA
give substantial proof of their faith
in the future of the Mesilla Valley
and its industries. Las Cruces Re- New Editor For Leader
The Lovington Leader has changed
public.
hands, J. C. Estlack disposing of his
interest in the business to Judge Asa
EDDY
B. Morton. While the new proprietor
is not an
newspaper
experienced
Carlsbad was visited by the heav- man he is one of the best known
iest fall of rain in years, Tuesday business men of the Plains country,
night of last week, 1.64 inches of and will no doubt ably sustain the
moisture falling during the night. reputation of the Leader as a promSunday afternoon, the farming dis- inent factor in promoting the pro
trict around Loving received a fine gress and prosperity of Lea county
rain, while 'Carlsbad remained dry.
LINCOLN
March, 1W9, had the distinction of
receiving more moisture than any
b
of
the
within
knowledge
year
Plans For New Carrizozo Hotel
Carlsbad Argus.
oldest resident
Menry C. Trost, of Trost and Trost
Kl Paso, w'll complete plans shorta
r-i
,.
,
...
vuu
. .
"CI
C. M. Richards has been named hy
f Cw7
which was incorporated
,
road supcrmtonden't
nof
'he building whjch will be
f.
thc appointinent recently
have a 100. foot . front.
trcrtcd
.
.
uiv i., w n.v.1117
ueniu nifiuc uiiuli fi,
on -- tcona sireei an..
Main'
l.v the legislature Edtlv eonn- n.n.:,l
7
AlaniORortlo avenue is to have a HU
.. u..
i,..., ..i..,..,i
Is to he tf.rre stories,
foot front.
l
vAA, nT.r
to contain
sixty
rhaves-aLea. cointies, and W. C with hasement.
, . .
, , .,
;
;..i u
.
rooms, ami to be steam heated
vui-nee- r
1'aviub.un lias ueeu iiuiiil-an.l superintendent for the dis- - throughout.
,
VI
D...1, M,
,
,. ,
,,.'f?ntower
II.:.
XlUlll
U I.
e.ii.i ....r
Jtil. jxvii-im.- i
.i.e.. a.
Davidson are good roads enthusias's ..
aho it ten
and will Jalior to Kive the people the " H'"1', ?
V?hest hiKhwav in the
I!,,aLs a onI' of Clement
tui.in .
IJllHHOW, Vll Mllll.ll
ArKUs.
and all over the state.
Wireless To Carlsbad
.
I.
f n
rcer wav. :in itown i.-i.isi wiu,
li.w.-i.- t
i
p..;..;
ti.,r..... .,i
"
a shearing
inak
crew
and
'...
..
....
selectiiiK
r
.
j;:n..
ir
wivkuvti nuisui
, vv.j. vviiiiaiiinoii,
....
.i
iiir arrariKcnu nts to shear Ins ilock
...".! of Croats.
II
his poat
moved
has
.i.'..
...
..
v
il l !ii;i III liic vn inn
in
uua'i
bis San Andres ranch to Lie
and have decided to recommend that from
near town for con
radio station at D'xon ramh
the government
loo'...
Tecos be moved there. The nut "t vtiiience. Curnzozo Out
consists of radio tractor unit No. 4.'!. Live Stock Sales
which is a portable field wireless
G. B. Greer brought 31)00 Angora
station equipped to receive and send
last week to the Dixon ranch
messages for a distance of 2.000 miles. goats
sheared previous to
Seven nun are employed in the where they were
being shipped to eastern markets.
station
D. S. Wright, a cattle buyer from
IDalharl. Texas, was in town last
Used Mails to Defrnud
D. Jackson, 11. A. N'ymer. Will wee (Hiring which time he contracted
with Sam Fambrough for several car
Ward, and Postmaster J, B. Har loads of cattle.
vcv left last week for N. Y City
The black mule team that has
to appear as witnesses before the
so faithfully on the water
Federal court in that city agains't ferved were
sold a few days ago to
wagon
the
'Tctroleum Oil Company'", E.
O. Finley for a consideration
of
which is charged with using the
SWXl.OO.
mails to defraud.
Inspector CochE. O. Finley sold .100 head of three
ran was here recently looking into
claims made by the above company year old steers S.last week to T. W.
Dak., shipment of
Pemberton, of
and after an investigation brought which
took place Tuesday. Mr. Fin-le- y
suit against it. County Clerk Jackhas contracted for the sale of
son was called on to produce the
another lot of two year olds to be
records, and the other men were calof
led as witnesses before the court. shipped about May 1st a portion
coming from the
The case was set for April 9th. and the next ofshipment
Roswell. Carrizozo
promises to prove very interesting. vicinity
Carlsbad Current.
.
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LUNA
Mollis Watson is spending
the
most of the week on the range with
his sheep. Mr. Watson has thc big Will Handle His Own Ore
smile and reports every thing in exLee W. Russell, owner of the Keno
cellent !hape and all things pointing mine at Victorio, on the Mexican
to a prosperous year. Hope Press. line, was in town last week on his
way to visit his family at Hatch.
n
Mr. Russell is now installing a
GRANT
concentrator at his mine and
will handle his own ore there. He
Sentenced To Be Hung
has now close to 1000 tons on the
Sylvester E. Bailey, of Vanadium, dump, and says that he can put it
convicted on March IS of murder in through the concentrator for about
the first degree for the shooting to $7 a ton, netting about $8 a ton in the
death in September, 1918, of tames ore. Within
30 days, he expects to
M. Bedore, a Vanadium garage own- - nave the mili in
operation and he
ha
been
sentenced
er,
by Judge will then have employment for at
R.
in
district
court
at least ten men. Deming Headlight.
Rayhiond
Ryan
Silver City to be hanged on Friday,
April 25, the death penalty being Will Look After Cattle
mandatory under the New Mexico
J. J.
acting field agent for
statutes for first degree murder. the El Hyatt,
Paso Cattle Loan company,
Bailey is 59 years old. A motion for has resigned his position and has
a new trial was overruled by Judge returned to his ranch at Faywood
Ryan, but an application for an ap- where he will devote his attention
peal to the state supreme court was to hiss cattle business. Mr. Hyatt is
granted. Pending the perfecting of assured that the coming year will be
the appeal and final decision by the one of great prosperity for the
higher court, the sentence will be stockmen of this state, and he instayed.
tends to take advantage of the pood
times that are coming. He says that
Big Manganese Shipments
his range and stock are both in
The contract tinder which the splendid
at present and that
Messrs. Porterfield are operating the the grass shape
is coming strong. Deming
manganese deposits on Boston Hill Headlight.
for C. Amory Stevens, of New York,
has still several months to run and
MCKINLEY
shipments aggregating 100 tons are
be'ng nfade daily. The payroll is a
very considerable factor in the pros- Two Naajos Arrested
J. L. Hubbcll has gone to Leupp.
perity of thc town.
Whe'her shipments can be con Ariz, where two Navajos, believed
to be the murderers of Chas. Hubbcll
tinued tinder peace conditions is
matter which can only be decided are held prisoners by t!i authorities
wncn the government discloses its'ol Coconino county, Ariz. Mr.
in the matter of a tax on the! bell received a telegram from an
imported art:cle and ocean freirrht officer of that county announcing the
pets back to a price which will put arrest of the Indians,
on th
'lies, Bra:!ian manganese
Very meager reports have been re
united Mates market. Suver Cityiccived, but one is to the effect that
some of the property stolen from
Enterprise.
Hubbell
the store, where Charles
was
murdered, was found in the pos
GUADALUPE
It is
two
of
Indians.
the
session
also reported that the Navajos have
Fonr car loads of the "good cit- made some kind of confession. The
izens of Vaughn" went to Santa Rosa two suspects are both young men
this week to demand a road from and said to be brothers. Gallup
Herald.
Vaughn. Vaughn News.
Jiuo-nttitn-

Otis Hoffman has bought a
shop at Wagon Mound, and will
s
make
home there. C D. Terry
DE BACA
has bought the Hoffman shoo and
C W. Jackson, G. W. Jolly and W will be found at the old stand.
F. Miller shipped about 8,000 lbs Vaugihn News.
of cattle hides last week. Taiban
W. T. Gragg was in town after a
News.
load of feed, last week He stated
Don Perfecto Casaus, sheepman of that he lost six head of cattle dur
ing the recent cold rains. Cuervo
the Yeso country, was a business Clipper.
caller here last week. Mr. Casaus
says that while the recent rains will
Vaughn has been selected as the
be a fine thing for the range, it has State
caused severe losses to stockraisers S. W. headquarters for the E. P. it
telegraphers. The
as all stock was in a very poor con- business railway
of the general chairman
dition after the extreme cold winter. will be handled
from there, and the
Fort Sumner Leader.
secretary-treasurer- 's
office will be
in that city. C Armstrong
The big adobe hay barn on the located
Carr ranch is minus one wall as a will be manager.
result of the continued rains. This
HIDALGO
is one of the biggest barns in the
Valley and is used exclusively for
Mill Running Fall Capacity
hay storage. Fbrt Sumner Leader.
The Last Chace mine is making
T. F. Birens adobe house at Fort good concentrates, with the mill
the
recent
collapsed during
ning at full capacity. Ore vein at
rains. He is now engaged in erect- - a
level has an average width
h--

This often

of, IS feet of ore. Shipments of concentrate from the mine have been
so heavy that the mine operators
erected a concentrate loading depot
y
on the High Line
lo as
to facilitate the handling the concentrates. Lordsburg Liberal.

"dry-farmin-

i

tales selling below cost.
Thus, if statistics be consulted, tt will be found that the
selling price of Armour and

DC

t
to J. V. Mordccai for the
erection of a modern home. Thc
resilience will be constructed of brick
ant rionow Tile ana win cost in the
of $15,000.
Clovis
neighborhood
News.

The Melrose Oil Company has sold
its holdings south of Melrose to C.
S. Mart who has extensive holdings
nearby and no more stock will be
sold by the Company.

mand for frefti meats

possible.

Jtidiye Sam G. Jir.it?on has let the

jcontr.-ic-

incorporated by them and other
citizeni of Roy, were in Saata Fa
last Friday and Saturday to Incorporate their company and take
leases on a large area of state land
'
in that section,
L. S. Hanson a former resident of
Luncheon a Big Success
Roy, w.ho has been manager of the
The luncheon held by Lordsburg Springer Trading Co. for the past
Chamber of Commerce last week was nine months has returned to. take a
a pronounced success. The meal it- similar position with the Roy Tradself, served as a courtesy to the busi- ing Co.
ness men of the town by Mr. and
S. Vorcnberg has bought the Thorn
Mrs. D. S. Pon, was especially enplace, known as the Carrillo ranch,
joyable.
Mr, Vallandingham, editor of the and leased part of the Mora grant.
Deming Headlight, made an address He intends to go into the stock busithat captivated all present. It was ness, and will handle everything
to cattle. Wagon
a clean cut address on the value of from chickens
a Chamber of Commerce to a town, Louis Kronig.

ing a ttone dwelling, and is wondering if there will be sufficient rainfall in this
country to
melt down the walls of this one.

er

i

220-fo- ot

C. A.

has

Smith

the

purchased

Johnson farm, adjoing Mills on the
Mills Developer.

southwest.

OTERO
Knight last week sold
strip of ground adjoining
the Bailey confectionery on the west
to D. A. Harris who will oon erect
a business building thereon. Tula-ros- a
&

Sundby

a 31 foot

Tribune.

QUAY

Farmers residing in the vicinity of
Glenrio are hauling in their broom
corn and will ship three carloads
this week.
Work on the oil well southeast of
Tncnmcari started last week about
10 miles from town, by buildir.g the
pit under the derrick and unloading
of the rig. The rig is being unloaded
at I.esbia, which is a few miles closer
to the drilling site.
The well will be drilled to a depth
of 4,000 fcef. Tucumcari News.
r
The rain last week was a
for slowness and amount
during March, but April is starting
out to do March one better. It
started raining the first day and
seems determined to keep it
News,
record-breake-

Former Residents Return

and wife have refrom Kansas
and Colorado where they have been
for several
months.
They never
found a location that suited them.
E. M. Higday

turned to Tncnmcari

Funk and family have returned
Socorro, where they have been
January. Previous to January
were residents of California
have come back to stay as they
think I uenmcan is about as good a
place to make their home as any
place they found while away. Tui
cumcari News.
G.

from
since
they
They

O. M. Cogg.in received 1.200 head
of cattle from El Paso, Thursday.
The copious rain of late brought out
the grass beautifully and it is pretty
certain stock will fare favorably
this season in this latitude. Glenrio
Tribune.
The master mechanic of the Rock
Island and the road master left with
the wrecking train of the road for
Amarillo, last week, after a strenuous time of two weeks along the
line, three different derailments oc
curring during that time, damaging
considerable rolling stock and smash
ing freight, but no one injured.
Glenrio Tribune.
David Clark, who is the owner of
some
land southeast of
Tucumcari, turned down an offer
this week of twenty dollars an acre
for twenty acres of his dry farm.
Twenty dollars an acre is considered
a large figure for
land
in Quay county. Tucumcari Ameri
can.

ROOSEVELT.
James L. May last week purchased
the controlling interest in the Universal Garage and has resigned hit
position as mail carrier for Rural
Route No. 1, Mr. May is one of the
old timers and has carried the mail
on this route for ten years. Por
tales News.

L. D. Cothrcn came in from Tex.,
Monday and brought' with him a
nice herd of Angora goats, thoroiic
bred animals and a part of

registered.

Mr. Cothren will keep the goats on
his claim, near Claude!. Elida

SANDOVAL
Organized for Victory Loaai
Sandoval is one of the counties
n
where distances are great and
is sparse, but in spite of hardships the women of the county already have organised for the Victory
T.onn cnmpTirm." Tt was said that
during the Fourth I.ihcrty loan campaign the women of Sandoval sold
tne highest per cent of ass'imed
ono'a of any county in th Tenth
federal disirict, Mrs. C Cameron
Mearham. the county rha'rman ex- thnt the women s committee
y
wi'I do even better during the
Loan drive than they did
nopu-laf:o-

rf.

Vic-for-

SAN JUAN

Editor Bill Butler Retires
William Bit'ler, editor and manager of the Farmineton T:mes Hostler has sold the entire printing plant
Oil Report Encouraging
to G. L. Butler and Orval Ricketts
Good reports continue to be of that city.
brought to town from the well being
The new management assures their
drilled by the Carter Oil Company readers a newsy paper and editorials
six miles west of town. The show written from a liberal and
stand point.
ing of petroleum is increasing slight
ly with each day's drilling.
No matter what the well now be
SIERRA
ing drilled shows, it is the intention
of the company to drill into the
Local stockmen of Hillshoro have
dome near lunj where there are encouraging indications. The Zuni dome contracted cattle at $38, $50 and ttiOi
is said to be the largest in this part
Mrs. Darwin Wolford of Hillsboro
of the country. As soon as the roads
is making extensive improvements
permit drilling machinery will be on
her residence and lots.
hauled there and work started. Galnon-partis- an

lup Herald.

MORA

Jim Busenjback has rented his
lower ranch on the Animas to Grant
county parties. Hillsboro Advocate.

Frank Conley bas sold his land Snake Mia Fwrsring Ahead
near Watrons to Mr. Kearney and
Operations at the Snake mine are
has purchased 3,200 acres north of forging ahead in a most satisfactory
Watrons on the Mora river from manner. The repairing of the mit
Louis Kromg.
,
shaft which has taken many months
to accomplish, has been completed!
S. Fioersbeim, president and F. S. and the task of onwatering the m'ne
Brown, general manager of the North is now in prowess, three shifts being;
Eastern New Uexico Oil Co., just employed. Work of sinking the Bob

It 800 acres that he hat acquired.
JJes Moines Swastika.

NEW MEXICO

C. F. Wilson, of Wichita Falls.
NEWS REVIEW Texas, purchased the Martin and
bond ranch on the Umarron. The
ranch consists of 100 acres and consome very valuable alfalfa land
Tail shaft is alio being pushed. In tains
Clayton News.
all some thirty men are now employed in and about the mines. Hillsboro
According; to plant by the Clayton
Advocate.

brick
School Board, a new four-rooward buildvng will soon be under
TORRANCE
be
construction.
will
The new ward
located just one block west of court
house.
Jail Destroyed By Fir
Bids on contract will be let April
The woodwork of the renin v iail
was destroyed by fire last week, and 21st,. after which construction will
three prisoners had a narrow escape beRin. Clayton Citizen,
with their lives.
The origin of the fire is unknown,
Barney Isabel is drilling a well
but it teems certain that it started on the Doherty ranch Sierra Gran-i- n
the coal shed at the north side de Valley. This place was sold a
From this the roof few weeks ago to Miss Clara
of the jail.
and all the woodwork was.rousky of Abernathy, Texas.
out.
acre. Dcs
$12,00
sideration,
per
The frantic cries of the prisoners Moines Swastika.
W. G. Conner of Mountainair, J.'1
E. Fiske of Scholle, and Vicente1
AMERICA INVINCIBLE
Aragon of Jicarilla, Lincoln county,!'
woke people four or five blocks dis
m

I

j

Mat-caugCon-bur-

tant.

Here

The loss probably
Estancia Herald.

is

a

little

human-intere-

st

it was hit duty to tervc, and he
served.
The point of thit story Is that
America wat in action from the
humblest
backwoodsman
to the
greatest and most powerful of our
citizent.
And when America is in
action, as she was in this war, America it invincible.

ASTOR SERVES

SOLDIERS

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

--

The 'Eddy Co. Teachers' Association will be held at Artesia March
Mr. A. B. Anderson, Supervisor of Industrial Education will
represent the department at this
Artesia
has asked for
meeting.
authority to establish vocational
g
and agricultural departments thit fall.

SOCORRO

1

at

America is investing in the welfare
of his country and the welfare of
those depending upon him. War
Savings Stamps and War Bonds won
the war. I do not state that as an
assumption
supposition), hut as
. fa,, tnT :,or : a ,hp
truth When
... f A war uiac xirvn I moon riu
ihat, the fightin' is over. But the
war' won't reany ))c won' untji the
wo,ii nas s,.cl,rf,t a comfi.rlable
settlement for all the maimed and
mcn who B(,t the r wounds
w01ln(
jn tne war

All of Sections 29. 30. 32.
Sal No. 1S41
T. 3 S. R. 8 W.. All of Sections 35. 36
C
H a W
All Af C
1 "El A Uu
T
NWli. N'SWM. SWMSWU. Sec. 8: All (H
K.
9 W., coo
Sections 9, 13, 14, 15, T. S,
Thre are no in
taininir 6.923.02 acrf.
provementf.
No bid on the above docrihed tract, ol
land will be acctpied lor Irsa than THREP
DOLLARS
($3.00)
per acre, which i. Ih
anoraiaed
ilue thereof und in a.Wirior
thereto the auccea.ful bidder must pay l.n
the improvenienta that exist on the land
The above aale of land will be subj. ci
to tile (allowing
terms and conditions
vis:

Vi

tj

i.Xhe

Fablu

ol

Santa Fe, New Maaiee

notice is nereby given that pursuant tt
m vougrcii my
ui an
iuc firuviniua
proval Tune 20th, 1910, the laws of tnr
State of New Mexico, and rules and rea
uiauuui ws sisc iJ IC aaiuu vmiCi I Mr
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer at
public sale to the highest bidder at 10
o'clock, A. W , on Tuesday, May 20th
1919, in the town of Socorro,
County ol
Socorro. State of New M exico. in front
of the court house therein, the following
described tracts of land, vis:

Harry Lauder, the comedian, aaysi
I contend that the man who invests
in Government securities, War Savings Stamps, Thrift Stamps and
Liberty Bonds, as you call them in

-t
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FIRST NAVY "Y" UNIFORM

GRcETS WILSON

The furreiiful biddrr muat psv to tt"
Cnrtimiiiicnrr of Public Lands or nii agen
hold in a inch aale.
of thi
price offeird
by bim for the Ut4, (aw
per cent intereat in advance (or the btiJ
ance of auch purchaae price, feel for
vertiairiK and appranement and all cuait
incidental to the ba!? herein, each and nl
ol said amounta muat be deposited m caa
or cer tilled exchange at the time of tai
and which aaid amounta and all of thru
are aubiect
to forfeiture to the State o'
Nrw Mexico, if the aucccasfut
bidder don
n"t ext'tuic a coni ract within thirty dari
after it hut h'tn mailed to him bj ti:t
State Land Office, said contract to pr
vide that the purriiaftrr may at hit optioi
make paynirnta of not leaa than or
ner cent of the dim
thirtieth of ninHv-ftvchase pric at any tnne after the sale u
to
thr
rnjuratinu of thirty yeara fron
priir
the date of the contract and to proviu
for the paymtut oi any unpaid balance a
the expiration ol thirty yeara from tin
date of the contract with inter" it on defer
red paymnita at the rate of lour per cen
prr annum payable in advance on the r
niversary of the djte of the contract, par
tieil
payment a to he c rcdited on t he an
niversary of the date of the cod; ml t atiolk winjr the dale ol tender.
ill be
The ab ve xale of In n d
to valid rxiauriK tight a, eaannciiti
juf way ainl rcscrvati na.

n

tliis

texicp,

anil the
IHdce of tlie
twelfth ilay ol
h;i n.l

i"('jl o
ul .Nr

Sutc

IW

-

N. A. FIELD,
(.ommissiutier ol Puhlie l.aiuli
State of New Mesic.
First Publication Feb. 21. 1919.
Last Publication May 2, ISly.

I

Reconstruction
Peace

An abundance of materials for telephone construction purposes, an always
available supply of labor, a well knit business organization, and normal and
long anticipated demands for service
Telephone service of the type that the Rocky Mountain West received in those
r
days was within the bound of possibility.

.

Reconstruction

-

y
We have) gone through the troubled period of war and we face
the
important period of reconstruotion.
Bat it has not bees posauble to overoome in a few months the handicaps imNew buildings and
posed by nearly two years of restricted construction.
oompleted switchboards cannot be hrrprovised nor can largo numbers of additional employees bo trained to the highest point of efficiency in so short a
period of time.
Wo hare not yet been able, under these conditions, to bring your telephone)
back to the same high ttendards that characterized it in pre-wdays.
But the same poUoy of aOriring to giro the Best Telephone Service in the
our efforts art oentered in the work of supply-ta- g
World still exists, and y
the most efficient service that the present unsettled conditions win
to-da-
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The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.

Tossession undtr

ihe above described
on or before Uttobrr

No bid on the above rl s.irlb'-tract
be accrpied ior Jtss than THREE DOL-LARS (W.tX)) per .icre, which is the up
iiraiftrd v.tlue tlicrtof. an m addition there
to the sucienslul bidder must pay fur ti.e
itnprovrnunts that ex.st on the land.
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permit
Man we expect yomr confidence and cooperation whUe waiting for
that period of normality to which all butinesi 1$ baking forward?

FOR

SANDOVAL

War

war-tim- e
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of Public Indi or b.$
''ch .ale rraerve. the rifrht
all bid, oflercd at saia

ami

any

There are 1,740,000 ft., B. M of limber
jou these lands valued at W.48Q.00,

NEW MEXICO
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pre-wa-

But then came the day when the nation squared its jaw and turned its face
toward war when industry in general lined up behind the nation in one
solid phalanx to bring about the Great Result.
There was no longer an abundance of labor and material available for any
purpose not directly connected with the prosecution of the war. Thousands
of highly trained telephone men and women were called upon to devote all
their time and skill to meeting the needs of the government
And neither was there the sa:ne normal demand for service. The candle was
burned at both ends. While the supplies of the things that made service
possible at all fell far below normal, the demand for tha service rose steadily
until the daily number of calls reached tremendous proportions.
conDuring this period we rendered the best telephone service that
ditions would permit, but it was not and could not be the same type of service that the publio enjoyed in days of Peace.
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29th.

to Morv that shows how the spirit
patriotic service moved even the
humblest citizen to play his part well
.
in the great war drama. At a meet-Fall Wheat Looking Fine
town
Walter Pace has twenty acres ol ing in a Missouri county-scfall wheat which he says is looking to pusn uie saie oi war saving ceru- fine. This has been the right sort ficates, a state organizer explained
of a season for fall wheat. He in the details of the plan for selling L
tends to sow fifty acres of oats, and the Government baby bonds. Whenj
ROAD IMPROVEMENTS
will plant eighty acres of corn it it: the meeting was finished, the state'
STATE
OF NEW MEXICO,
ever gets dry enough. He says it's organizer was called aside by the
so wet at his place that it doesn't chairman of a
rrccivcl at the
district in a! Sealed pruiio&n'u will
office of the Ntw Mexico State Highway
.,...,
Innlr ae if it wnnlil vr m.. rlru
enough to farm.
Uog Canyon
until 2M P M, April 24,!
district chairman
explained New Mrx.eo, cowBtrut-iioof fom
.
(or
j)ro
running a big stream, the first time n tnt? Rtae nrirarmer
that he hid'11-9-nets
'
s:
follow
as
ror seven years. ustancia iieral.l.
heen working tinder some difficul- ....
Li- i
i
,.ii ,k
I'eticr.il Aid Prujict No. J Sic. A. Colfai
We are certaf.ily living plenty Uaviiiffs
County,
but as neither he
of moisture now and most of the nor his literature,
Eength 9.71 miles from Culoriio' Sidii
wife could read or write
Line to Katon.
Cedarvale bean growers are busy.
fW,nf.lir.'.
Anriri,.i,t,.
they had been unable to" learn just
Willard Record.
31.178
Cu. Yls. Kirth
how they were to proceed. The state
5794 Cu. Yds. I xx) e Rock Excavation
ehair-macalled on the county
&31J
Cu. YtlB. Rock Kxcavation.
W. C. Kemp is going to plant some organizer
Cu. Yds. One Course Cruhcd Sur
who insisted that t would be
corn on his place four miles northface.
of the illite33J Cu. Yds. Concrete.
east of Estancia, as an experiment necessary, on account
chairman, to find
Good corn has been raised in that racy. , of the district
t
Tl.. , . . i . Federal Aid Project No. 3 Santa Ft- Conna
ty. Length 9 inilca. From Santo Fc to '
the distrirt chairnir.n whether
V few have done 7
in .
r'ankcy'a Gate.
only
,,f
,.,itu
lith,irn1 ;
Approximate Main (H'antitiei:
t at oca y40TD7
Cu. Yd. Earth Excavation.
another rhairmart.
800 Cu. Yds.
Kock Excavation.
2406 Cu. Yds. Rock Kxcavation.
After having heen closed since he-- ! 'I rid over 20 miles of muddy roads
CU, Yds. One Course
Gravel Stir
this meeting' and I want
Wfacinff.
fore the flu epldenve several weeks
.part to help lick the
apo, the Electric Theatre put on
Wo Cu. Ydi. Concrete.
"
mc
"Y
ics P,ve
2724 Lin. ft. Wooden Filing.
Moving Pictures again last Saturday Kaiser hp
10
me to sell the
a letter authorizm
M. It. B. M. Wowdcn Structure!.
night. Mountainair ,Indopendtnt.
sell
in
I'll
and
my district,
stamps
Federal Aid Frond No. f. Chaves County.
Hi tanning lo.7 milec
D. H. Womack has purchased the em"
Length 7 miles.
enst ol Koswdl ana rnljug at taut
Stock of the Griffin Grocery, and
The quota for the school district
line.
Chaves
County
of
took charge on Monday
last week, was $10,000. The state organize prave
Maia Quant tits:
For some time Mr. Womack has heen the district chairman a letteT, and Approximate
VWi Cu. Yds. Earth Excavation.
243(1 Cu. Yds.
Earth Kound.'.tioo.
'connected with J. J. While in the the chairman promised to meet the
10222 Cu. Ydi. One course crushed stone
mercantile business. He expects to
at a bank in another
surfacing.
handle staple, fancy groceries audi town at a certain hour two days
Federal Aid Project No. U Chaves Counfeed. Muutilauiaii lituepeildcul.
later.
Luigh 16.7 miks.
ty.
llefinnitig at)
About he hour designated a backand running cast lt.7 milt s.
RoswlII
Main
Quantities;
seen
been
Approximate
have
funner
woods
might
UNION
443K0
Cu. Yds. Earth Excavation.
doing a Paul Revere ride through
20930 Cu. Yds. Two Course Gravtl Sur
the streets of a Missouri town. He
facing.
Real Estate Moving
804 Cu. Yds. Concrete.
hitched his horse in front of the bank,
42000 lbs. Reinforcing
Bars.
E. Cory sold the Calkins
ilace and entered. He
a bapj and
opened
north of Des Moines, 100 acres, to shoved a bundle of subscription cards Forms for
instruction
to bidproposals,
Mrs. L. F. Brown, consideration
ders, plans and specifications nay be ex
the teller's window.
He also reports the sale ol through
amined
for project
at the office of
(1500.
"Count up them subscriptions," he District Engineer. Raton, N. M.; for prolot east of the new hotel to
v. the
if they ain't enough.' jects 8 and 12 at the office of District
:
Jack Dunn and Fred Calkins for a ordered, me"and
N. M. ; for any or all
how much I'm short, and Engineer, atRosweU,
jes' tell
consideration of $800.
the office of State Highway
projects
I'll sell the balance."
N. M., or may be proSanta
Fe,
Engineer,
at the office of the State Highway
Recently W. D. Ratliff sold 440 The teller totaled the subscriptions. cured
Santa Fe, N. M., upon the
Commission,
acres to J. G. Littrell for a con- They amount to $13,000. The man deposit of ten dollars for each project desideration of $4576 and then turned who could neither read nor write sired, which deposit will be refunded when
plans and specifications are returned
around and bought 440 acres of Lit- had put his school district over the inthe good
order.
trell for a consideration of $3576. top. He had loyally performed his The State
reserves
Highway Commission
By doing this both gentlemen i'ot duty to his country, The handicap the right to reject any and all proposals,
L.
A.
their land bunched so that it was of illiteracy was no handicap at all
GILLETT,
State Highway Engineer,
easier to look after it.
to this man in whose heart burned
Fe, N. M., March 27, 1919.
G. M. Carroll also purchased 160 the patriotic fire. He knew that Saata
First Publication March 28, 1919.
acres of E. N. Carroll, making in his country was imperiled, and that Last Publication April 18, 1919.
$1,000.
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Sale Me. UH
EH, Sec. 1; T. 15 8., K
E., coataieaet U0.S acre a. The
eoaeiet of fceciaf, ealoe $100.00.
tfe bid oa the above described tracts win
he accepted for arse than FIVE DOLLARS (tS.00) per acre, which ie the
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for her. lie hud questioned Cr'nel
He was rememabout the
bering the wrinkles of contempt ou the
old Indian's face as he delivered himself of an oracular grunt.
"White man? No. Indian? No!
Coyote I"
Though he suspected Maldonado
would lie on principle, though it might
of his glib tissue
be that
were false, yet a thread of truth
with the others, Brandon and
Hamlin and Cor'nel, might be pulled
out of bis romantic fabric.
"When the waters of the Gila run
red look out for trouble!" He doubu
ed thnt they ever ran red. He would
ask Cor'nel. He had also spoken of
a cycle, known to Indians, of a hundredth year, when the Dragon grows
restless; this he had declared was a
hundredth year.
Following his talk with Maldonado
and the accidental happy chance meet
ing with Coronel at the Crossing Rick
ard had written his first report to Tod
Marshall, Before be had come to the
Heading he had expected to advise
against the completion of the wooden
headgate at the Crossing, Hamlin
bad given him a new viewpoint. There
was a fighting chance. And he wanted
to be fair. Next to being successful
he wanted to be fair.
"It's time to be hearing from Mar
shall," Rickard was thinking, as be
walked back to the hotel. "I wonder
what he will soy." He felt It had
been fair to put It up to Marshall;
half-bree-

The River
Copyrljht,

DINNER

GERTY HARDIN'S

PROVES

AN

ORDEAL

FOR ALL

WHO ARE PRESENT.
Is
Synopsis K. C. Riekurd, nn engineer of the Overland Pacific,
called to thi! ollioe of President Marslmll In Tucson. Wlillu waiting Rlck-nri- l
reads a report on the ravages t th.- Colorado river, wliich occurred
despite the efforts of Thomas llnnlin, head of the Desert Herlainatloil
Hardin had heen a student under Itlekard In an eastern coleoinpan.v.
and
had
married (Jcrty Holmes, with whom ltickurd had fancied he
lege
was In love. Marshall tells Kirkard tin; Overland Pacific must step In to
save the
valley ami wishes to send Hlckard to take charge,
lliekanl declines hecause lie foresees emliurrussmeiit in supplanting
Hardin, hut is won over. Itlekard pies to Calexlco ami, on the way,
learns much about Hardin and his work, ltickurd meets Mr. und Mrs.
Hardin and limes Hardin, the former's half sister. At the company
offices lie finds the engineers loyal to Hardin and hostile to him. ltickurd
intends a meeting of the directors ami asserts his authority. Hardin
rages. Estrada, i Mexican, son of the "Father of the Imperial Valley,"
tells ltickurd the general situation ami expresses forebodings that the
work will fall. In lies Hardin Is hitter against Itlekard for supplanting
her brother, nil she tries to cheer up the latter. Ilardlu discovers that
ltickurd Is planning a levee to protect Calexico ami puts him down as
incompetent, to lly thinks her husband Is jealous.
-
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Continued.

She didn't need to pierce those canvas walls to know that there had
been feverish activity for this dinner.
A new gown would appear tonight,
All exquisite
made secretly.
meal,
unit no one must comment on Its elabTwice Tom ami she had
oration.
been asked to take their lunch at the
A
hotel. "Itecanse of a headache!"
headache
Tom's wife could not even shop
openly! Handles hud always the air
of mystery, never opened before Tom
or herself. She must have yards of
KtufT laid away, kept for sudden emergencies.
"She can't help it. It's her disposition. She can't help being secretive.
Look at your face, limes Hardin!"
What was it to lier, the pettiness of
n woman whom an accident of life had
swpt upon the beach beside her?
lierty was not her kind, not the sort
Fhe would pick out for a friend. She
was an oriental, one of the harem
women, whose business it Is in life to
please one man, to keep his home soft,
Ills comforts ready, keep him convinced, moreover, that It Is tile desire
of Ids life to support her. Herself dissatisfied, often rebellious, staying by
him for self interest, not for love ah,
that was her impeachment. "Not loving!"
Soberly. she covered her plain brassiere wlili u white waist of cotton

candelabra
If Tom had only
made the most of his opportunities.
What a gamble, life to a woman!
She made a trip Into her bedroom
and took a reassuring survey in her
mirror. Tho lingerie frock would look
IiioiIii to ,t ,),,( ii'lt.t if. ml, I (invar
suspect it or
duplicity.
Iler glass declared the
medallions casual and elegant. And
a long lime ago, a lifetime ago, ltickurd hail told her that she always
should wear blue, tiecause of her eyes.
limes from the next room could hear
Gerty teasing Tom to wear his Tuxami

!
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"Isn't one dude enough for you?"
growled her surly lord. Innes recog-ui.cthe mood anil shrank from the
ordeal ahead. It was the mood of
the Ilardlu In the rough, the son of
his frontier mother, the fruit of old
Jasper Glngg, whose smithy had been
the rendezvous for the wildest roughs,
the fiercest cattlemen In Missouri.
"I'd let him see you knew what's
what, even If we do live like gipsies."
The answer to that wus another
growl. Innes could hear him drugging
out the process, grumbling over each
That confounded laundry had
torn his shirt. He hadn't a decent
collar to his name. Where was his
black string tie? If Gert would keep
his things in the lowest drawer! Hang
that button! Gerty emerged from the
encounter, her face very red. Innes
could see her lilting her lips to keep
the tears back as she put the Inst
touches to the table.
"She's tired out," thought the sister
"She's probably
of Tom Hardin.
f
to death over this dinfussed
ner."
A few minutes later Itlekard arrived In a sack suit of tweeds. Gerty'8
greeting was a little abstracted. How
could she make Innes understand to
The
tell Tom to change his coat?
duty of a host, she suddenly remembered, was to dress down rather than
up to the chances of his guest. She
regretted bitterly her Insistence. Was
ever anyone so obtuse as Innes? Mr.
Itlekard would see that they thought
It a big event.
She was watching the
curtain where Tom would emerge.
And hi coat was a style of several
seasons ago nnd absurdly tight! She
made nn unintelligible excuse and
darted behind the portiere.
Tom's face was apoplectic. He was
wrestling with a mussed tie; the collar showed a desperate struggle.
Gerty made wild signals for him to
She waved a
change Ills clothes.
hand Indicating Itlekard; she pointed
to Tom's sack suit lying on the floor
where he bad walked out of It.
"What Is It all about?"
"Ssh." whispered his wife. Again
the "wild gestures.
"Well, aren't you satisfied? Don't
I look like a guy?"
lie could be beard distinctly In the
next room. Gerty gave it up In despair. She dabbed some more powder
on her nose and went out looking like
a martyr a very pretty martyr!
Itlekard praised the minifies of the
tent. Gerty's soft flush reminded Innes of their old relation. "Kxit Innes,"
she was thinking, when Tom, red and
perspiring, brought another element
of discomfort into the room.
Gerty ushered them Immediately to
the table. She covered the first minutes which might be awkward with
her small chatter. Somewhere she
had read that It was not well to make
apologies for lack of maid or fare.
remembered
Ilesbles Mr. ltickurd
Lawrence!
That dreadful dining
table! How she
room, the ever-se- t
had hated It, though she had not
known how fearful It wus until she
had escaped.
"We are simple folk here, Mr. Hlckard," she announced, as they took
their places around the pretty table.
That was her only allusion to deficiencies, but It covered her noiseless movements around the board between
courses, filled up the gaps when she
made necessary dives Into kitchen or
primitive Ice chest, and set the key
for the homeliness of the meal Itself.
The dinner was a triumph of apparent
simplicity. Only Innes could guess
the time consumed In the perfection
of detail, details dear to the hostess'
heart. The almonds she had blanched,
of course, herself; had dipped and
salted them. The cheese straws were
her own. .She did not make the mistake of stringing out endless courses.
An Improvised buffet near at hand
made the serving a triumph.
Hirkard praised each dish; openly
he was admiring her achievement
Innes. remembering the story Gerty
had told her In dots and dashes, the
story of the old rivalry, glanced covertly at Tom sulking at the head of
his own table.
d
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Gerty Frowned at the White Duck.
ducking. A red leather belt and crimson tie she added selfconsciously.
"When' is my bloodstone pin?"
Hadn't she spent an hour at least
matching that particular leather hell?
The
Hut he was a man, in battle.
headgate held up: It was too bad.
Silent, r.odefcldt, Woostcr, Grant, all
of them lighting mad because of the
deadlock at the Heading. All up In
urins, at last, against Marslmll, because of this cruel cut to their hero.
Hanlin. Her eyes glowed like yellow
lamp- - as she recalled their fervid partisanship.
"(Inly one man who run save the
valley, and that's Tom Hardin." Woostcr hail said that; but I hey all believed it. The lovalty of the force
made her ashamed of her soft woman
For there were times when
fears.
she questioned her brother's ability.
He laid n large, loose way of handling
things. He was too optimistic. But
those men, those engineers must know.
Jt was probably the man's way of
sweeping ahead, ignoring detail. The
men told
verdict of those
her Unit the other, the careful, planning way. was the office method. Rick-aras a dinner neighbor, she had
found interesting; but for great undertakings a man who wouid let a
Gerty Holmes jilt him. ruin his life
for him ! The whole story sprang at
last clear from the dropped Innuendo.
She udjusted a barrette in her
smoothly brushed hair. Slowly she
walked over to the neighboring tent.
Gerty frowned at the white duck.
"You might nt least have worn your
blue I"
"You're elegant enough for the two
of us. Isn't that something new?"
Gerty said carelessly that she had
had It for a long time. For she had
had the material a long time! It
wasn't necessary to explain to her
husband's sister that it had heen
made up that week. She hoped that
She didn't look "fussed up." Would
Mr. Rickard think she was attaching
any importance to the simple little
visit? For it was nothing to him, of
course. A nian of his standing, whom
the great Tod Marshall ranked so
high, probably dined out several times
niaida
jell week, with w
field-trie-
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"Poor sulky Achilles," she thought.
"Dear, honest old hear!"
"Innes!" cried Mrs. Hardin.
She turned to find that the guest
wus staring at her. She hud not heard
his effort to Include her in the conversation.
"Mr. Itlekard asked you If you like
It here?"
"Thank you why, of course!" Her
answer sounded pert to herself.
hastened to add
Her sister-in-lathat Miss Hardin was very lonely, was
really ull alone In the world ; that they
Insisted on her making her home with
them.
Innes had with difficulty restrained
n denial. After all, what other home
had she? Still the truth had been deShe recalled the sacrifice it
flected.
hud been to cut her college course in
order to make a home In the desert
for the brother who had always so
gently fathered her, who had helped
her Invest her small capital that It
might spell u small income. She
his resistance when she had
culled in a mortgage; who could watch
that mad scapegoat of a river playing
pranks with desert homes and not
yearn to helo? Not a Hurdln. She
still gloried in remembering that she
had at least driven one pile Into that
rebellious stream, even If when she
left the valley It would be as a breadwinner. She was prepared. She was
a good draftsman; she would go as
an apprentice In an architect's office.
She had already settled on the architect
"Are you going to Los Angeles
soon?" She heard the new manager
address his host.
"I'm taking orders!"
There was another awkward moment when Hardin pushed back his
pinto declaring he had reached his
limit; it was too big a spread for him!
It was the stupid rudeness of the
small bud hoy; even Innes flushed for
her slster-in-loWith resolution Gerty assumed conHer role
trol of the conversation.
sounded casual ; no one could have
suspected It of frequent rehearsal.
They must not talk of the river; that
Railroad mutters were
wus taboo.
difficult
excluded.
also
Equally
would be reminiscences of Lawrence
days. So she began brightly with a
current book. The theater proved a
safe topic, nnd by that natural route
they reached New York. Innes; who
had never been farther east tlmn ChU
cago, was grateful to play audience.
Hardin, who knew his New York perhaps better than either, refused to be
drawn into the gentle stream.
Things must be kept sprightly. Had
Mr. Itlekard met many of the vnlley
people? And It was then that she
threw her bomb townrd the listening,
silent Hardlns. She would like Mr.
Rickard to meet some of their friends,
He said that he would be delighted,
but that he was planning to leuve
shortly for the Heading.
"Of course." She did not give her
husband time to speak. She meant
She was planning to give
afterward!
something a bit novel In his honor.
She refused to sec the glare from the
angry man In his outgrown dinner
coot. She did not glance townrd the
sister. What did Mr. Rickard think
about a progressive ride?
"It sounds very entertaining, but
what do you do?"
There wus a loud guffaw from Tom.'
With deepened color Gerty told her
Iden. A drive, changing partners, so
he could meet all the guests.
"I think It will surprise you to find
so many nice people In here; It certainly did me. One doesn't expect to
find congenial people In a new country
like this."
Rickard remembered that, he had
to get back to his hotel. He had letters to write. It had been n splendid
dinner! And what a wonderful home
lot,
she had made out of a
He spoke of the roses
out of a tent
nnd the morning glories. His eyes
fell on the open piano, the reading
tnhlo with the current mngazlnes.
Now he couldn't understund why they
ever went to that hotel
Gerty's eyes were shining as deep
pools of water on which the sun plays.
She looked almost infantile as she
stood by the two tall men, her head
"Good-by- !
and I
perched birdlike.
hope you'll come again!"
Of course he'd come again!
"And you will let me know when
you return, so that I may set the date
for my purty?"
Innes did not get his answer. She
had been observing that he was not
He looked
taller than her brother
taller. He was lean, and Tom was
growing stocky. She wished he would
not slouch so. his hands in his pockets I In Tucson, before she knew that
she must dislike Rickard, she had had
an Impression of virile distinction, of
grace, a suggestion of mastered muscles. He had known that It was her
brother he was supplanting did he
get any satisfaction from the fact that
it was the husband of the woman who
had Jilted blm? Anyway, she did not
like him. She could never forgive a
hurt that was done to her own. She
was a Hardin.
"Innes! Mr. Rickard said good
night
She gave him the tips of her cool,
browned fingers. Her eyes did not
meet his; she would not meet that
laughing scrutiny.
"Good night, Mr. Bickerd."

They were ready to show their resent
ment against the man who had
plunted Hurdln, their Napoleon, If It
cost them their places. By this time
the cause of the desert was as compelling to these hardy soldiers as were
the Illy banners of France to the followers of the Little Corporal.
Rickard was not expected. He had
been gone less than a week. The effect of his return was that of a per
son who returns suddenly Into a room,
hushing an active babel of tongues.
He knew what he would find, ample
reasons why! He was not given the
satisfaction of locating any particular
act of disobedience. The men presented a blunk wall of politeness, reaSilent ex
sonable and Ineffectual.
plained briefly thut he had not been
able to collect enough men. Most of
the force was busy in the No. 6 disa
trict, trying to push the shattered
through by a new route before
thnt year's crops were entirely ruined.
A gong was at Grant's Heading; the
floor needed bracing. Another squua,
Irish's, was In the Volcano Lake region, where they were excavutlng for
the new headgate.
"No hurry for that." Rickard was
glad to pick a flaw in such a perfect
pattern. "You might have withdrawn
those men and put them to work on
the levee."
"I was given no authority to do
thnt."
The chief pretended to accept the
reason; else It were a case of changWhot he
ing horses In midstream.
had seen at the Heading, his peep at
the exposed valley, his gleaning of
the river's history had convinced him
thnt in haste and concentration lay
the valley's only chance. He must re
fuse to see the Insubordination oi tne
engineers, the seasoned desert soldiers. He needed them, must win
their confidence If he could. If not,
they must save the valley anyway!
The Imperturbable front of Silent, his
bland, big stare, exasperated mm,
easier to control the snapping terrier
of a Wooster. He had told Silent dis
tinctly to gnther his men and rush the
levee. A good soldier had made a better guess than his, and had stopped
the casual work at Black Butte, or
Thoughtfully
had found Indians!
Rlcknrd followed that last suggestion
across the ditch Into Mexican.
He gathered all the recruits he
needed thut morning. The Indians,
lazy Cocopahs, crept out of their huts
to earn a few of the silver dollars held
out to them by the uew white boss.
A few Mexican laborers were bribed
to toss up earth to the west of the
town. Estrada, at his request, put a
squad of his road force at the service
of the manager. He could not spare
many men.
The railroad had already started
the line projected by Hardin to Marshall the year before, a spur across
the desert, dipping Into Mexico between the lean, restless sandhills,
from Calexlco to Yuma. The Mexican
government had agreed to pay five
thousand dollars a mile were the road
completed at a certain period. Estrada
was keping his men on the jump to
fill the contract, to make his nation
pay the price. The completion of the
road meant help to the valley; supplies, men, could be rushed through to
the break.
In spite of his haunting sense of
ultimate failure the growing belief in
the omnipotence of the Great Yellow
Dragon as the Cocopahs visualized It,
Estrada's work was as Intense as
though he were hastening a sure victory. The dauntless spirit of the elder
Estrada pushed the track over the hot
sands where he must dance at times
to keep his feet from burning. Muny
of the rails they laid at night.
Hardin
"Ricknrd's gone
told his family the next morning.
"Building a levee between the towns!
The man's off his head."
J'There Isn't any dunger?" Gerty's
anxiety mude the deep blue eyes look
black.
Innes looked up for Tom's answer.
His face was ugly with passion.
"Dunger! It's a bluff, a big show
of activity here because he's buffaloed; he doesn't know how to tackle
the Job out there."
It had begun to look that way to
more thnn one. It was talked over

CHAPTER XI.

at Coulter's store; In the outer office
of the D. B, company where the engineers foregathered; among the chair
tllters who Idled in front of the Desert hotel. "The man does not know
how to tackle his Job I" A levee, and
the gate held up ! What protection to
the towns would be that toy levee if
the river should return on one of Its
spectacular sprees? A levee, and the
He was
Intake itself not guarded!

!
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Tha Fighting Chance.
"Casey's back, spying I" announced
Wooster at mess one evening. By that
time the feeling against "Marshall's
man" was actively hostile. There had
heen a smudge of slumbering Ores before Rickard had left the towns.
Fanned by much talk daring his absence, it had burst Into active blase.

whispered of as Incompetent; one of
clerks. He was given
short time to blow himself out.
bookman, a theorist.
"As well put sentinels a few miles
from prison and leuve the jail doors
open I" This was Wooster's gibe. All
saw the Colorado us a marauder at
large. "And a little heap of sund
stacked up to scare It off! It's a
scream !"
Mrs. Hardin found It difficult to
meet with diplomucy the confidences
which Inevitably cunie her way. As
Hardin's wife she wus expected to en- Joy the universal censure the new man
was acquiring. Gerty's light touches,
too slight for championship, passed as
a sweet charity.
Her own position
those days was trying. She did not
yet know her diplomatic lesson.
Apparently unawure of the talk,
Rickard spent the greuter part of bis
time superintending the levee. He
could trust no one else to do it, no
one unless It were Estrada, who was
rushing his steel rails through to the
front and was needed there.
Things were moving under his con
stant goading. The extra pay was
showing results. He should be at the
Heading now, he kept telling himself,
but he was convinced that the Instant
he turned his back, the work on the
levee would stop; and ull the reasons
excellent! Some emergency would be
cooked up to wurraut the withdrawal
of the hands. Chafe as he might at
the situation, It was to be guerrilla
warfare. Not a fight In the open, he
knew how to meet thnt, but thnt baf
fling resistance, the polite silence of
the office when he entered "Well,
they'll be doing my way pretty soon,
or my name Isn't Rickard.
That's
flat."
He was fretting to be at work, to
start the wheels of the O. P., Its vast
machinery toward his problem. He
knew that that organization, like well- drilled militia, was ready for his call.
The call lagged, not that he did not
need men, but there was no place
ready for them. The camp, that was
another rub. There was no camp I It
was not equipped for a sudden Inflation of men. The inefficiency of the
projectors of this desert scheme had
never seemed so criminal ns when he
had surveyed the equipment at the Intake. "Get ready first; your tools,
your stoves, your beds." That was the
training of the good executive, ef men
like Marshall and MacLean. Nothing
to be left to chance; to foresee emer
gencies, not to be taken by them unaware. The reason of Hardin's downfall was his slipshod habits. How could
he be a good officer who had never
drilled as n soldier? There was the
gap at the Intake, Hardin's grotesque
folly, widened from one hundred feet
to ten times the original cut ; widening
every duy, with neither equipment nor
enmp adequate to push through a work
of half the original 'mngnltude. Cutting a way, moreover, wus the island.
Disaster Island; It had received apt
christening by the engineers, Its baptismal water the Colorado. The. last
floods had played with It as though It
were a bar of sugar. There was no
rock at hand ; no rock on the way, no
rock ordered. Could anyone piece to
gether such recklessness?
Rickard knew where he would get
his rock. Already he had requisitioned
the entire output of the Tacna and
He had ordered
Patagonia quarries.
sdeam shovels to be Installed at the
quarry back of old Hamlin's. That
rock pit would be his first crutch, and
the gravel bed thnt was a find! As
he paced the levee west of the towns,
he was planning his campaign. Porter was scouring Zucatecas for men;
he himself hnd offered, as bait, free
transportation; the O. P. he knew
would back him. He was going to
from the Headthrow out n spur-trac-k
ing, touching at the quarry and gravel
pit, on to the main road at Yuma.
Double track most of the way ; sidings
every three miles. Rock must be
rushed; the trains must be pushed
through. He Itched to begin. It never
occurred to him that, like Hardin, he
might fall.
"Though it's no pink tea," he told
himself, "It's no picnic." At Tucson
he knew that the situation was a
grave one, but his talk with Brandon,
who knew his river as does a good Indian, made the year a significant,
eventful one. Matt Hamlin, too, whose
he,
shrewd eyes hnd grown nver-wlstoo, had hnd tales to tell of the tricky
had
river. Maldonado, the
confirmed their portents while they sat
together under his oleander, famous
throughout thnt section of the country. And powerfully hnd Cor"nel, the
Indian who had piloted Estrada's party
across the desert, whom Rickard had
met at the Crossing, deeply hnd he impressed him. The river grew Into a
malevolent, mocking personality; he
could see It a dragon of yellow waters,
dragging its slow, sluggish length
across the baked desert sands ; deceiv
ing men by its Inertness ; luring the
explorer by a mild mood to rise suddenly with its wild fellow, the Gila,
sending boat and boatmen to their
swift doom.
Rickard was thinking of the half- breed, Maldonado, as he Inspected the
new stretch of levee between the
towns. He had heard from others besides Estrada of the river knowledge
of this descendant of trapper and
squaw, and had thought it worth while
to ride the twenty miles from down
the river to talk with him. The man's
suavity, his narrow slits of eyes, the
tin thin and facile, deep lines ot eraeitv falling from them, had repelled
his visitor. The mystery of the place
followed him. Why the 'dobe wall
surrounded
the
onmnletely
low dwellings? Why the cau
tious admittance, the atmosphere of
seen the wife,
suspicion? Rickard had
a frightened shadow of a woman; had
flinch when the brute called
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PROPER

DRAINAGE FOR ROADS

Tile Drains Are Much Superior te
Open Ditches or Those Filled
With 8tone er Gravel.
by the United States Depart-- 1
ment of Agriculture.)
Open ditches have been used frequently in some of the southern state
for subdralnlng roads through low,
flat sections.
Ordinarily only one
(Prepared

dltih is used, and it is located a few

feet outside of and parallel to the
road. This ditch usually Is made
about two feet wide and three to four
feet deep, with vertical banks. The
material excavated from the ditch is
used to build up the roadbed, and the
surplus water from the side ditches Is
turned Into the deep ditch at convenient Intervals. The use of such ditches
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Road Leading to a Farmhouse
With a Good Stand ef Grass on
Each 8lde Very Few Weeds In Evidence.

Coed

Maldonado Had Confirmed
tents.

Their Fo.

personally, he would like to begin with
a clean slate begin right.
Clumsy
work had been done, it was true, yet
there were urgent reasons now for
haste; and the gate was nearly half
done! He had gone carefully over
iiie aitiintlon. The heavv snowfall, un
precedented for years, a hundred, ac
cording to the Indians on tne wino
Rover mountains the lakes swollen
with lee. the Gila rest ess. tho summer
floods yet to be met; perhaps, he now
thought, he hnd been overrair in
the arguments for the head- gate. For the hundred feet were now
a thousand feet yet he nna spoKen
of thnt tn Mnrshull: "Calculate for
yourself the difference In expense
since the flood widened the break, u
is a vastly different problem now.
ntsnster island, which they figured on
for anchor, Is a mere pit of. corroding
sugar In the channel. An inruni
could wash It away. However,
a lot of work has already been done,
and a. lot of money spent, mere is a
fighting chance, remaps me dbu jthh
Is all Indian talk."
A miess. at best, whatever they did !
It was pure gamble what the tricky
Colorado would do. Anyway, he had
given the whole situation to Marshall.
In his box at the hotel was a tele-cram which had been sent over from
the office from Tod Marshall. "Take
th fl irb tin it chance. But remember to
speak more respectfully of Indians."
"Mnrshull all over." laughed his sub
ordinate. "Now It's a case of hustle!
But dollars to doughnuts, as Junior
says, we don't do It!"
vui-ornd- o

Was it Hardin's luck? Rickard scouted the idea and charged
It to pure Inefficiency. Whatever
the cause, fate and Hardin's
failure to carry out Instructions
seemed to have combined to
wreck Rickard'a plans. Don't
miss the next installment
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

JEWS NOT EASILY CONVERTED
Sermon to Which They Were Annually
or us
Forced to Listen
Purpose.
In John Evelyn's diary of Janunry
there is a notntlon of a peculiar ceremony which seems to have
been of annual occurrence nt Rome.
It was a sermon preached to a compulsory congregation of Jews, with a
view to their conversion. Mr. Evelyn
says "they are constrained to sit till
the hour Is done, but It is with so
much malice in their countenances,
solttlne. humming, coughing and mo
tion, that it is almost impossible they
should hear a word from the preacher.
A conversion is very rare."
The Zionist movement, which has
new
gone on for years and received
Impetus by the changes made In middle Europe as a result of the world
war, was outlined in a poem written
by Robert Browning during his residence In Italy, probably about the middle of the nineteenth century. He
calls It "Holy Cross Day."

7, 1645,

Holly Used as 8ymbol.
was usual at Roman weddings to
present the bride with a wreath of
holly, significant of the warmest congratulations. In India and Persia the
followers of Zoroaster, the founder of
fire worship, soak pieces of holly bark
In water and throw the Infusion Id
the faces of newly born babies, believing this will Insure them prosperity and safety In this world.

It

should be decided upon with care.
There are ditches In the South, within
the coastal plain, where sand clays
and Indurated clays occur a few
Inches underground, that have stood
with vertical sides since the middle
of the last century. They have been
cleaned repeatedly, and no doubt hnve
become somewhat enlarged, but considering the cost of maintenance and
the service given, they have been enIn other soils of
tirely satisfactory.
a gravely nature, however, the sides
of such ditches would not stand, and
the cost of keeping them clean would
be excessive. In certain localities the
open ditch soon will become obstructed by the banks breaking away and
by the growth of vegetation, and is
very seldom economical In the long
run.
Ditches filled with broken stone or
gravel sometimes are used as a substitute for the tile drains. These have
been used tn all sections of the country, and when properly constructed
usually have proved satisfactory for
a considerable period of time. When
such ditches are used It Is common
practice to place one on each side of
the rood Immediately under the open
ditches. They are excavated to a
depth of two to three feet with vertical sides and usually are made about
eighteen Inches at the top or just
wide enough for a roan to work in
them conveniently. To be effective
they must have a uniform grade and
be carried to r. suitable outlet
Tile drains In general are much superior to either open ditches or
ditches filled with stone for subdralnlng roads, and though generally more
expensive than either open or stone
drains, they usually can be constructed at comparatively small cost As a
rule the tile need never be over six
Inches In diameter, while for ordinary
conditions a diameter of four inches
Is sufficient.
CHECK ON ROAD ENTHUSIASM
Building of Highways That Will Net
Wear Is Very Discouraging te
Taxpayers.
There Is only one cause that can
check the enthusiasm, now so evident
for good roads, and prevent a steady
development In construction. This Is
the building of roads that will not
wear. It Is very discouraging to taxpayers to appropriate money for road
building and then to have roads constructed that wear out long before the
bonds are paid off. Yet this has oc
curred In many Instances.
MONEY EOR COLORADO ROADS
Bill New Pending Before Legislature
Call for $20,000,000 for Bet-

ter Highway.

Colorado business men recently
united in a movement for a $10,000,000
bond Issue. After getting well Into
the campaign they discovered their
chief opposition was In a general criticism because they asked for too little.
The bill now before the legislature
calls for $20,000,000.
Good Reada Add Value.
Good road will make the farm

to

be granted to the soldiers and sailor
more attractive anc" more valuable, beside furnishing employment to many.

8tart Work Immediately.
Counties should Immediately start
road work to give employment to our
returning soldier.

A whale's skin, which in places Is
Why Hesitate?
two feet thick. Is the thickest bide on
If road are a good thing, why not
any living creature.
bnlld them Immediately. Instead) of
walling and suffering Inconveniences?

1

chine run lire. With two . other d
6kutom nnrMHATioHU
diers Seibert charged a machine grin 'Mnovzp
f
advance-oin
their com'
v.
emplacement
pany, he himself killing one of the en
emy with a shotgun, and capturing
two others. In this encounter be was
wounded,, but he nevertheless contin
ued In action, and when a withdrawal
was ordered he returned with the last
n
unit, assisting a wounded comrade. (By BEV. P R PfTtiir
Moat striking Inetsncee
Teacher of Ensllah Bible In the Moody
Later In the evening he volunteered
of jesJUntry for which
tvil'tf t. I L
r7Z
w jiiauiuie or viucaeTO.)
WtffibHliiLr
and carried In wounded until he faint
tna Distinguished Service
bj Western Nmpspsr Union,
ed from exhaustion. His father, George (Copyright.
Croat has bacn awarded
seinert, uvea in Salinas, Cal.
The highest culture Is to speak no 111;
"Worry Is the most popular form of
LESSON FOR APRIL 13
The best reformer Is the man whose
eulelde. Worry Impairs appetite, disayes
JOSEPH W. SMITH,
turbs sleep, spoils digestion, Irritates
Are quick to sea all beauty sad all
disposition, warps character, weakens
CHRIST OUR 8AVIOR.
First Lieutenant, 116th Infantry.
worth;
wo a difficult task to select
trjnd, stimulates dlaeaxe nnd aaps bodAnd by hla own dlacreet,
ily health. Worry la mental poison;
Lieutenant
Smith
was
decorated
for
LESBON TEXTS John
life.
work la mental food."
Matthew
from the thousands of acts of un
:Z7, 28; John S:16; Romans 8:31, 82
conspicuous gallantry in action near
Alone reproves the erring.
usual bravery performed by Ameri st. Bnussant, France, September 12,
-.- Ella W. Wilcox.
GOLDEN TEXT-O- od
ao lovad th
WAYS WITH MEATS.
can soldiers in France a few that 1018. Finding that his platoon would world, that he save hla only begotten
am him
Bull. mm WnOBOAVAF tUllVh
SEASONABLE DISHES.
stood out above all others. General be under heavy fire from six enemy should not perish, but have everUatina
An unusual but very tasty meat
machine guns In crossing the Rupt de
dish is the meat sandwich. Take two
Pershing's staff undertook the task, Mad, Lieutenant
PRIMARY
As
strawberries
more
become
TOPIC
Jesus
Mir
.nil
plen
Smith
plunged Into savior.
slices of veal, small
however, so that the most excep the stream ahead of his
tiful they may be used In various des
men, and
JUNIOR TOPIC-W- hat
Between
steaks.
Jesus doea for
serts. The followtional cases might be given the pub' crossing to the opposite bank, exposed
them lay a slice of
Is
is
one
which
INTERMEDIATE
ing
ur
TOPIC-Ohimself
to
fire
Lord
deserve.
from the guns In order and
Below are the
licity they
ham cut three-qua- r
savior.
universally liked:
stories of the feats that won for some to. ascertain their exact location. He
ters of an Inch
S
t
led
his
men In a flnnk attack on
then
I. Who Jesus Is
thick ; fasten to
(John 1:35-51of the American fighters the coveted the enemy
Wash
Cream.
It Is absolutely Indispensable that
position, capturing the guns
gether with skew
and hull two quarts
and nineteen Germans, this officer him- - every pupil regardless
Distinguished Service Cross.
crs and buke until
of age should
of
berries
and
ripe
self carrying a rifle and using it with know clearly who Jesus Is and what
well done. Cut In
them
with
sprinkle
HARRY GROVER O'CONNOR,
Lieutenant
nnu serve with a
telling effect.
Smith's ne came Into the world for. It should
ir.s
su
two
of
cupfuls
8ergeant, Headquarter
Detachment, quick Judgment and disregard for per bo the ardent desire of every teacher gar; cover and let stand two hours, gravy.
sonal safety enabled the entire line to to mime so clear the person and work then
Potted Ham. When a ham Is boiled
Personnel Office, 78th Division
advance without being separated from or cnrlst that the pupils may accept ness squeeze through n double thick- mere is often much waste of the
small
of
Sergt. O'Connor was decorated for
cheesecloth.
Add
three
pints
its barrage. His mother, Mrs. Bltta L. him ns their Saviour. Nothlne short of thin cream
wnicn ao not mnke a presentu- conspicuous bravery in action near St.
and a few grains of salt. me
of his Deity and vlcnrlous atonement
In Austin, Tex.
lives
Smith,
Mice, Mince until fine, then rub
Juvifo, France, October 15, 1018.
Freeze, using, three
Ice to one of
Ian
will nvall for salvation.
i
u smooth paste, uslni
What he Is rock salt. Serve in pnrts
tat
Sergt. O'Connor volunteered and went
sherbet cups and
set
MATEJ
forth
to
Is
be
Season
well with salt and pepper, heat
KOCAK,
through personal garnish with selected strawberries.
from lik division headquurters to one
For
the
most
of the regiments In line to obtain much Sergeant, Company C, Bth Regiment testimony.
part that
Manhattan Pudding. Pick over one tuoniugiiiy and pack while hot In
which he was found to be Is through
U. 8. M. C,
needed information and to arrange for
with small jars.
quart of berries; sprinkle
Spiced Meat. Take two nun nils each
liaison. He covered the distunce of
of sugar and let stand
Sergeant Kocnk (deceased) won the personal Investigation.
cupful
l. I lie Lamb of God (v. 30). John two hours.
six kilometers through shell fire three Distinguished Service Cross for gal
a of veul and pork, three pounds of fine
Squeeze
through
times before the unit was found ; and, lantry In action near Solssons, France, testified that he is the Lamb of God
cheese cloth and add one cupful ly cnopped beef, eight milk crackers
while returning with the Information, July 18, 1018. When the advance of the world's sin bearer. The word used of water
and lemon Juice to rolled fine, four eggs well beaten, one
So wonder the French are fond of
was seriously wounded by a shell his battalion was checked, by a hid- and the Idea conveyed carry us buck taste. Turn the mixture Into a mold. leaspoonrul of pepper, one tablespoon
The, second suit Is of gray wool veto
Isaiah 53 and forward to Jesus on Bent one
beige. Time demonstrates that we lours, with a
which mortally wounded two com- den machine gun nest, Sergeant
vestee of
of crenin until stiff, add ful of chopped parsley, one teaspoon. never
pint
grow tired of this refined and combed wool, which is a smurt detail
f
tea- f
went forward alone, unprotected the cross, hearing our sins In his wn
of powdered sugar, fill of summer savory,
panions. He gave water and first aid
cupful
beautiful color, which ranks with that lends Its character. Besides its
to the two men and dragged himself by covering fire from his own men, body. Christ had been definitely point
f
toblespoonftil of vanilla and spoonful of ground nutmeg and one while In these two
Iie veslee, tills suit takes advantage of
f
down the road until he met a soldier and worked In between the German ed out to John by the Holy Snlrlt (vv.
particulars.
of n cupful of rolled maca- leaspoonrul of cinnamon and
34).
whom he sent for an ambulance. After positions In the face of fire from
roons. Pour over the fruit mixture to teaspoonful of cloves. Mix well nnd sides this, It goes well with all other the vogue for small buttons set In a
enemy
2. The Messlnh (v.
41). At the Invl overflow the mold. Cover and let stand bake in a slow oven for five hours. colors, as while does. The spring is row, to proclaim Its allegiance to the
reaching the hospital and having his covering detnehments.
Locating the
d
wounds dressed, he left the hospital machine gun nest, he rushed It, and, tntlon of Jesus, the disciples went and packed in Ice and salt (one part salt l'et s,nml ln tlle dlsh ln whlcn ' w" welcomed by ninny a pretty suit In decrees of fashion. It is perfectly
wool and muny rich and
baked several hours before serving.
and lins practical pockets to
without the knowledge of the attend' with his bayonet drove off the crew. abode with him for a day. As a result to four parts Ice) for three hours.
of
handsome
ones
in
that
triwith
Jesus
day
to
testified
Chicken.
chickShred
recommend
Scalloped
the
ants and delivered the information to Shortly after this Sergeant Kocak orit
the
they
Milk Sherbet. Mix. the Juice of
girl.
that he is the Messiah. He Is that jno three lemons
en left from Sunday dinner.
Cover colette and other silk weaves. The Its wearer is correct in the matter of
bis division headquarters in person.
f
and one and
ganized 25 French colonial soldiers, wnom uod
dresses
the
reveal
had
n
bottom
of
this
color
to
unointed
shoes
be
the
the
to
dish
wear with It, selecting
with the
baking
who hod become separated from their
eupfuls of sugar, stirring constantly
saviour of men.
brilliant rough
oxfords, und
hlle adding four cupfuls of milk. chicken, then with bread crumbs, not favorite with their designers, often In
RICHARD H. HILTON,
companf and led them In attacking
too
combination
3. The Son of God. (v. 40). Nathan- - Freeze and
fab;
with
other
colored
straw
hut crowns tie costume per
dry repeat with another layer of
pack to ripen. The mixture
Sergeant, Company M, 118th Infantry. another machine gun nest, which was ael was Interested
or
rics
chicken
rich
embroid
and
brightened by
crumbs, dot with bits of
fectly.
through the testi may curdle while mixing, but it will
also put out of action.
Sergt. Hilton was decorated for con
butter, season with salt and pepper eries.
mony of a friend. Philip told him that freeze smooth and velvety.
he
had
A
cover
at
and
with
spicuous gallantry
found Jesus of Nazareth, of
suit of beige tricot shown In the
Silk Thread lot Cluldrens' Wear.
Brancourt,
enough tnllk to moisten
Ham Mousse. Dissolve one tnhle- THOMAS E. O'SHEA,
whom Moses hod written.
France, October 11, 1018. While Sergt.
He knew spoonful of granulated gelatine In one-ha- well. Hake until well heated.
picture Is a tine example of harmonlz- Always sew cilklren's wear with A
Corporal, M. G. Co., 107th Infantry.
Hilton's company
was advancing
that Nazareth was not the birthplace
Veal
Loaf. Take two pounds of
ig color nnd design. Here there is No. 1 quality silk thread the best to
cupful of hot water; add two cup
Corp. O'Shea was awarded the Dis of the Messiah, therefore he inquired: fuls of cold boiled ham, which has cooked veal, two pounds of chopped the same "class" In the design as in be had. In the long run it will provf
through the village of Brancourt, it was
held up by intense enfilading fire from tinguished Servlee Cross for conspicu"Can any good thing come out of Naz- been
six cupfuls of cracker crumbs, the cloth. It Is made with n plain the best paying Investment In you
pounded In a mortar. Season with pork,
a machine gun. Discovering that the ous, gallantry In action near Le Cnte-le- t, areth?" At the Invitation of
and very neat machine stitching children's clothes that you have evei
Philip he one teaspoonful of mixed mustard and one cupful of tomato, two large onions,
fire came from a machine gun nest
France, September 29, 1918. Be- made a personal Investigation. As a
chopped, four eggs and seasoning to s an Important detail In its finishing. hit upon.
Silk thread is strongei
f
few grains of cayenne. Add
In a shell hole at the edge of the town, coming separated
from their platoon result he testified that Jesus was the cupful of henvy cream beaten until tiiRte. Mix all together with the hands The skirt Is instep length and Just than cotton ; It does not roughen in
It holds Its shape, then roll nnd
Hie enough for comfortable
Sergt. Hilton, accompanied by a few by smoke barrage, Corp. O'Shea, with Son of God, the King of Israel.
walking. the laundering nor Is It so brittle and
stiff, and turn Into a mold which has until
4. The Son of Man (v.
other soldiers, but well In advance two other soldiers, took cover In a
The neat effect of muchine stitching inclined to break off or snap In the
51). This Is been dipped In cold water. Chill, re cover with crumbs. Bake slowly two
Is
of them, pressed on townrd this posihours.
shell hole well within the enemy lines. Christ's own testimony. It shows that move from the mold nnd
emphasized by placing It on narrow seam. In ginghams, percales and othgarnish with
Baked Ham. Take n thlrk cut of punel.s, rounded nt the ends, that are er fabrics of children's wearing
tion, firing with his rifle until his am- Upon hearing a cnll for help from an he Is the Messiah who, according to
parsley.
munition was exhausted, and then with American tank, which hod become dis Daniel's prediction (Dan. 7:13), would
pplled around the coat. It appears
the silk sinks deep into the
Cucumber 8auee to Serve With linni from the center, about four Inches
Ills pistol, killing six of the enemy and abled thirty
yards from them, the appear in divine glory and establish a Fish. Wash, peel and grate one or thick. Cover with n thick layer of again on the front of the coat, where n mesh of the goods nnd holds fur betrapturing ten. In the course of this three soldiers left their shelter and universal and eternal kingdom. In two cucumbers ; season with salt, grat brown sugar, arid water and bake one wide panel Is cut to form pockets at ter with o thread of similar quality
to two hours. Baste during the baking the sides, nnd again on the narrow belt and texture as the
daring exploit, Sergt. Hilton received started toward the tank, under heavy this testimony of Jesus is foreshad ed onion, vinegar and pepper.
apparel. Numerous
a wound from a bursting shell which fire from German machine
of the tricot. The small, round buttons mothers have vouched for the value
very frequently.
guns and owed the union of mnn and God, and
are
resulted In the loss of his arm. Sergt. trench mortars. In crossing the fire- - through nltn the establishment of
with
covered
the
cloth.
of this practice.
"Simplicity la restful contempt for
"The power of self control Is one of
Hilton's home Is at Westvllle, S. C.
the
of life. It In restless
swept area, Corp. O'Shea was mortally medium of communication between
the great qunlltles that differentiates
Is
for
the
that
earth
hunger
and
heaven.
Is
This
the realltv
wounded and died of his wounds shortman from the lower animals. He Is
the secret of most of the discontent of
the only animal capable of a moral
WILBUR E. COLVER,
He lived In Summit. or Jacob's vision nt Bethel (Gen. 28
ly afterward.
the world."
Btruggle or a moral conquest."
12).
Sergeant, Company A, 1st U. 8. En- N. J.
II. His Mission In the World (Matt. THINGS TO REMEMBER ABOUT
GOOD HOMELY DISHE8.
gineers.
VEGETABLES.
zo:27, 28; John 3:10).
JOHANNES 8. ANDERSON,
For conspicuous gallantry in action
He came to give his life a ransom
When making bread save a cupful
near Verdun, France, October 0, 1018, First Sergeant, Company B, 132nd In. for many. The world was lost In
Onions are rich in sulphur, one of
sin
fantry.
Sergt. Cblver was awarded the Disabout to perish. Christ voluntarily the valuable minerals needed In the of sponge for a
Bread Cake.
Sergt. Anderson was decorated for gave his life died Instead of the sin
tinguished Service Cross. Volunteerbody. Two to
Take one cupful of
ing, with two other soldiers, to lo- conspicuous gullontry In action at Con' ner.
three grains arc
cate machine gun nests, Sergt. Cul- senvoye, France, October 8, 1918.
sugar,
1. The world Is dying like the Is
cupful of
needed each day
ver advanced on the hostile positions While his company was being held up raelites, because bitten
shortening, one cupful of
for body activiby the serpent
to a point where he was half sur- by Intense artillery and machine gun or sin.
one
Hour,
cupful of bread
ties. Onions disrounded by the nests, which were in fire, Sergt. Anderson, without aid, vol
sponge, one egg nnd spice
2. Christ, like the brazen
solve uric aclil
serpent,
and raisins to taste. Pat
ambush. He killed the gunner of one untarily left the company and worked has been lifted up iiHn the cross as
and absorb poito rise after heating well
gun with a captured German grenade his way to the rear of the nest that the remedy for sin (John 3 :14. 15)
sons. They are
nnd when well risen buke
and then turned this gun on the other was offering the most stubborn resist
3. As the Israelites must look up to
a tonic for nerv-in a moderate oven
nests, silencing all of them before he ance. His advance was made through the uplifted serpent, so those who
u s troubles.
Dried Apple Cake.
returned to his platoon. He was later an open area, and under constant hos- would be saved must believe on Jesus They induce sleep. Nervous prostrakilled In action. Sergt. Golver lived tile fire, but the mission was successChrist (John 3:16). While looking tion Is helped by a diet of onions. In- Stew two cupfuls of dried apples until
with his father, William H. Colver, fully accomplished and Sergt. Ander- - by fulth to the crucified Christ saves somnia Is cured by n
walk soft enough to chop, then add two cupt JOZ Helen avenue, South Ozone, soji not only silenced the gun and cap from the death-sttnof the serpent, a and a supper of baked onions and fuls of molasses, with spices to taste,
and boll with the drained chopped ap
I In . Y.
tured It, but also brought back with neglect or refusal to believe on him bread and butter.
him twenty-thre- e
Onion simp muy be made bv cook- - ples. lrnln and reserve all the liquor;
prisoners. His home means to perish.
mix with one cupful of sour milk.
address is Chicago.
4. This provision was made by God. Ing In the oven n
BERGER LEMAN,
plateful of sliced
Ha
It emanated from his love (John .1: onions sprinkled generously with one cupful of shortening, four cupfuls
Private, Company H. 132nd Infantry.
HERMAN DAVI8,
16). "For God so loved the world that sngar. This will cure the worst cough. of flour, two tnispoonfuls of soda and
Private Leman was decorated for
mix well, then add the chopped aphe
also good for croup.
gave his only begotten Son."
113th
Private Company I,
conspicuous gallantry In action near
HI. What He Gives (Rom. 8:31. 32).
A chopped onion poultice Is a most ples at the last. Bake In a slow oven.
uonsenvoye, France, October 0, 1018,
Infantry.
Scalloped Tomatoes, Corn
God
and
his Son to save a dying effective remedy for bronchial or
wnen his company reached a point
Private Davis, whose home is with world. guve
lung Onions. Butter n baking dish suitable
Those who accept his Son have trouble. Renew when drv.
witnin low yards of Its objective, to his mother at Big Lake, Ark., won the God on their side. He
for
the
In
a
layer of corn,
that spared his
Carrots are rich ln Iron, Increase the season table, put
which It was advancing under terrific Distinguished Service Cross for un Son
with salt and pepper, add a
will freely give all things to those red blood cells, are a good
machine gun fire, Private Leman vol usual bravery in action at Mollevllle who receive
spring
few
bits
of
butter, then a layer of tohim. He even makes all
clear the complexion, are rich mato
untarily and unaided, made his way form, France, October 10, 1918. While things work together for good to them tonic,
with no Juice and a very
pulp
Ih
phosphoric ncld. The tender leaves
forward, after all others had taken acting as company runner Private who lore him (Hum.
of thinly sliced onions, then
8:28),
are rich In this same mineral; they thin layer
shelter from the direct fire of an en Davis
attacked a Ger
the
repeat
should
be
eaten ns snlud. Carrots are one hour layers. Cover and let cook
man machine gun nest which was
emy machine gun. .He crawled to
or until the onion Is tender.
Obedience Required.
good for nervous people and those suf- Itemove the
flank position of the gun and after harassing the left flank of the company
rover, spread over the top
The Bible rings with one long de- - fering from asthma.
and
He
advance.
its
or
a
half cupful of buttered crumbs and
preventing
killing
capturing the entire crew,
mnnd for obedience. The
word
Lettuce Is good for nervousness; bake until
turned the machine gun on the re- killed four of the enemy and captured of the book of DeuteronomykeyIs "Obthe erumbs are browned.
Hill Induce sleep.
treating enemy. His mother, Mrs. the gun, thus allowing the company to serve and do." The burden of our
Hamburg Cakes. Put a
Is good for nervousness. '
also
Celery
continue
forward.
lives in Chicago,
,neat from the top of thTrwnd
Lord's farewell discourse Is, "If ye
Iceable In
is,
love me, keep my comtnnndroents." which lead to counteractingandconditions tbiough a meat grinder, add a tea- rheumu
neuralgia
Combed wools and nngorii yarns are sleeves have a
8IDNEY HOLZEMAN,
spooiitui or onion pulp, a teaspoonful
We must not question or reply or ex- - I Ism.
JOHN CALVIN WARD,
cu!T fastof salt, a half cupful of broth or cold playing conspicuous parts in the spring ened to a
We must not pick
use ourselves.
flowing upper sleeve.
Private, Machine Gun Co., 132nd In. Private, Company D, 117th Infantry.
Tomatoes are a fine liver stimulant wnter. Mix
our way. We must not The acid when fresh Is
thoroughly, then pat Into styles. They apmar everywhere, the
choose
nnd
The other waist is of
fantry.
Private Ward was awarded the Dis
especially cool cakes ami cook in a
broil-ecombed wool in accessories of suits crepe, with front nnd sleeves embroidPrivate Houseman was decorated for tinguished Service Cross for conspicu think that obedience in one direction ing to the blood.
When
Is
moisture
seen
and
on
coats
as
the
for
and
will
vestees, collars, cuffs,
disobedience lu
top
ered with silk of the same color. It Is
Beans, spinach, raw cabbage nnd as. of the cakes, turn and cook on the othextraordinary heroism in action In the ous gallantry in action near Estrees, some compensate
the yarns in embroideries on dresses another one of the several
other particular. God gives one paragus ere
Bol8 de Foret, France, October 10, France, October 8, 1918. During an
all rich In Iron and nhos- - er side. The meat
models that
be
and
In
and
a
mny
As
broiled
In
other
forms.
we
if
at time;
' 1918. After
millinery
have extensions below the waistline,
obey this (morns, wnicn are good for anemic a
six runners had been killed advance Private Ward's company was command
thick
slice
If
Is
hut
the
Industrious
flood
our
will
preferred,
of
soul with blessing.
nothing escapes
eyes
equalnnd It contrives a very original
or wounded In attempts to get through held up by a machine gun which was he lead us forward
ly delicious rooked before a coul Are the designers of waists the vogue for
and
into new paths people.
of this feature of the
and dandelion are rich In In small rakes.
spinach
heavy shell fire with an Important mes enfilading the line. Accompanied by
wool
soon
But If we refuse we Iron and act
and pastures.
embroidery
brought grist to by having two long tabs at eachstyles
side
the kldnevs.
officer, be advanced
directly
upon
sage from the regimental commander
Deviled
Salmon.
Take
one
their
for
mills,
they appropriated the
pint of
stagnant and water
iHsseis. Hesiuc
Asparagus Is another kidney stlmu cream sauce, add a
of the anth infantry to the regimental against this position and succeeded in shall remain
of Idea and have used It on blouses, lidd- achieving this
make no progress in Christian tant.
teaspoonful
logged,
something new, the
commander of the 50th infantry, Pri reducing the nest by killing three and
Worcestershire sauce, the
of one ing one more to the ninny interesting blouse has another
and lack both l er and
merit in a eery
Water cress, found In many brooks lemon, salt, pepper nnd a Juice
vate Holseman, with Private James J. capturing seven of the enemy and their experience,
can of sal vugaries that make the Mouses of the wide, soft
B. Meyer.
F.
Joy.
In
girflle of the georgette, and
quantities, Is rich In tonic proper mon. Mix well snd fill shells or rame- - season attractive. One would not exSnyder, responded to a call for volun guns. His mother, Mrs. Laura Ward,
It takes
of the opportunity
ties and should be used freely In the ains, cover with fluttered crumbs
teers, and succeeded In delivering the Uvea In Morristown, Tenn.
wool yarn to travel hand in hand to use audvnntege
The Quest of Wisdom.
small sailor collar on the
Serve with a dash of salt or and bake until the crumbs are brown. pect
m
spring.
message.
with georgette crepe, but it does, nnd round neck.
What wisdom she had she did not with a
Many
CHARLES D. PRIEST,
simple French dressing.
successfully, as is witnessed by the bouses i,re finished with frills.
pick off the hedge, like blackberries,
of
Fruits
various
kinds
are
LLOYD M. SEIBERT,
also
rich
blouse shown in the
God is too kind to give away wisdom
Chaplain, 358th Infantry.
in mineral salts and adds; good for
Tills model is of dark
Sergeant Company F, 364th
8o she the
Chaplain Priest (deceased) was dee- - fter that useless fashion.
Lemons are for liver trouble
with scattered
Irene, ornamented
orated for extraordinary heroism in had to earn her wisdom, and to work and system.
Infantry.
rheumatism.
An orange at night
d
Rough on Old Clothes Men.
spirals of
embroidery.
Sergeant Seibert was awarded the action near Les Hint Chemlns, France, hard, and suffer much ere she attained relieves
A
Seven hundred and forty million Its front Is extended into a little
constipation.
teaspoonful
And in attaining she endured
Distinguished Service Cross for con- September 29, 1918. Chaplain Priest
sr
two given often to the baby be pounds of wool, grease
Hats for the Kiddies.
equivalent were aprqn rounded nt the bottom. Fancy
spicuous gallantry in action near
disregarded personal danger by going strange adventures and great sor tween milk feeding will
keep Its di used by manufacturers In the United stitching finishes the hems and
Chninhrny hats for the kiddies have
France, September 20, 1918. six hundred yards beyond the front rows; and yet they would not have gestive
in
States during IMS. Much of this wool
apparatus
good working
the round neck, and these are of again
this season, and these
rt
Suffering from illness. Sergeant
line, and with the aid of a soldier, car given her the wisdom had she not
went Into clothes for soldiers, while silk like the
silk ornaments show stitched brims and
remained with his platoon and led rying back a wounded man to shelter. had something In herself which gave
puffy
The apple Is one of the most ralua the old clothes man called In vain for that finish the pendant
tie ends that are sewed crowns of the fabric, with large,
his men with the highest courage and Chaplain Priest's home was at 830 her wit to understand her lessons,
wide black
or rrults, eaten fresh or baked. "An the shiny and patched gat men ta worn to the front of the blouse. The
lie
tie
velvet
I1L
skill
bands
to
and
and
do
nnd streamer, and somewhat they
courage
leadership under heavy shell and ma- - North La Salle street, Chicago,
a
by civilians at home.
ends are unexpected, but altogether times trimmed with little
There had been many ipple day keeps the doctor away.'
taught her.
gingham
as a finishing touch. The flowers.
names for that something before she
IT , COULDN'T BE DONE.
The
Black
Diamond.
READING BY EAR.
was born, there have been many
Wand's Famous Streets,
Although white diamonds come
names for It since, but her father and
A certain difference of opinion ap
Te Enliven the Spring Costume.
mere was a nam Dolled sergeant
chiefly from the Transvaal, the black
popularity. It Is black, of pin
A new Invention for the blind enmother called It "the Grace of God."
to
as
to
exist
which Is the most diamond Is found In Its
pears
The
first thing Is an Imported bead and Is fitted with coin purse nnd seal,
who delighted in "picking on" the men ables them to read with their ears. Klngsley.
greatest purity
mirbeautiful
In the world. Among In Brazil and
street
Just from civilian life. One day ha It Is a machine called an octophone,
ln the Prov- ed bag made like the handkerchief ror top. The last bag Is another imtaosa "in the running" may be men ince of Babla. especially
small
one
was giving the command "Right dress," by means of which flashes of light
to
niece
uied
For
yonr
hags
send
of
its
flnest
beads.
ported
It is of blue
sped,
Prayer.
tioned : Princes street. Edinburgh. men so fsr discovered a
and one of the fellow was napping from the letters as they are printed
mice of CM.- - you at ClirlMma. The background Is with red and white motifs. The open
The best things In the divine life,
m wnicn the city received her uuu was
blue
a
in
of
and did not do as commanded, after cause certain sounds, easily distin- as In the natural, will not come to as
shade
be
beads,
drawn
top
may
quite Insignificant when
brighter
tight through the
the "Athens of the comparedpaio
with prices psM for white than navy, and the flowers and foli- rings.
the sergeant bad called It oat several guishable by the initiated. The sonndf merely for the asking. True prayer nickname of Via
X X Seotembra. diamonds.
Umea. Then the sergeant waa furious vary with- the shapes of the letters, Is the whole strength of the whole North"; the
age are worked out In natural colors.
The under part of th bags Is navy
and shouted to the fellow ; "Hey. yon. and very high resistance telephones man going out after his needs, and Genoa ; gackvllle street Dublin: the
e
Frocks,
Avenlda Callao
AeVtea.
from which dangTes a tassel of
dress right
And somebody else
silk,
transmit these to the ears of the blind the real secret of getting what yon both In Buenos and the Plaso Maya,
There are to be many
Aires ; the High street,
Know your own mind but dont be heads. The bag draws up through a street
"How can yon dress right oa person, "reading" with highly satisfac- want In heaven, as on earth, lies hi
frocks of etoth-anBelfast and th TJnter den Li odea, satisfied with seen a limited
wool and
8M s month
acqaaint-ancring of beads by a beal handle. The tricnDerte worn'
the fact that yon give op your whole Berlin. ;
tory results.
during the early
Boston
next
Is
a
desceodent of the can- - snrina. to be rpn1an1
Transcript
heart to IL H. Collyer.
t- .- -- tik.
-b has had Its day of Jersey and
lighter weight clothes.
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CAPITAL CITY NEWS III BRIEF

Oil and Land com-- i
Tbe
pany of Dealing was incorporated
on Tuesday at $100,000 by prominent
Luna county man. The Alamogordol
Shale and Oil Co., J. H. Hogan agent,
is capitalized for $500000. The Ore'
Production company of Las Cruces,1 Mr. Maude Radford Warren's Con. ooooooooooooooooooooc
N. Sears
$100,000, Albert
A THOUGHT FOR
capital,
Cliarlcs Springer relumed to the
duet Under Fire Wine Her Hone,
agent; and Papa Mining and Smelt-in- g
city from Laj Vegas Thursday.
God
fashioned the earth with skill,
In
"Rainbow
rary Majority
company of Magdalena. capital
And the work that He began
Victor Papa statutory agent,
$500,000.
in
C.
Division."
the
R.
who
Brice
sat
Judge
He gave, to fashion after hit will.
the state
Kelly fraudulent bond case has re- are others incorporated by
Into the hands of man.
corporation commission this week,
turned to Ro swell.
add oil and mining cos
Because of her "exreltent work But the flower's
uplifted face,
inc ew era ueve.opineH com-- ,
.r ,,,
ff)r ,ne woun,,ed
Santiago Lopez has returned from
And the sun and wind and sea,
Trance where lie was gashed in the
'"'
still
of the beautiful
Bear
witness
lupaperl; "J
battle of the Argonne.
aoldler-llk- e
mid ber heroic
place
Thursday
s
God meant the world to be.
oii.luct under Are," Mrs. Mmide
The Damon Oil Company of Texa
Fred Miller county highway superSelected
Wiirri-nnoted writer mid V. M.
appl ed for a New Mexico permit r'"'(lAintendent of Chaves county is in the
ciinteeu worker in France, bus
to sell oil stock.
city on an official mission.
been made, honorary major of the 'The Athletic AssoeUtios.
&.000 for state aid work was
I.. A. Swigart chairman of the
Of the Springer High School gave
a big dance last Friday , night in
comi-remitted by the treasurer of Koose-ily commissioners of
a vivtor at tlie capital.
that city.
veil county tins wecK.
Tri-Su-

ic

General and Personal
Mesocseoooee

Chief
Formet
Richardi
Justice
H. Hanna was in the city Thursday.
George

Downer

S.

lawyer

the city from Albuquerque on
sional busmess.

is in
profes- j

W.

of Albuquerque
Podson
spent a part of this week in tiic
on
business.
legal
capital
p..
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Colonel W. S. Hopewell i anion.'
Ti n' visitors to disoiTss reclamation
prohl ms with the ndministrat mi,

Ilnnald I, aw has r'titrncrl to Santa
lie
having served i.i Frj'ir".
receive! his discharge at Ft Hliss
Fnenc KempenMi of Peraha and!
w m
nf UocwpII arJ,,.r,.
t, aitend the first quarterly meet-in"f 'he stale highway commission
or 10d.

T

Aniline in a Pigment.
Til detect the presence of unlllue Id a
pigment a little of the color Is laid npon
drP ,0'
""I1
f1"0 of "JtPP

Fe,

C. A. I.oiiij of the Forestry service
his been in conference this week
with state highway officials in Santa

c'

If tbe
spirit poured upon It
ment contiilns nn nnlllne dyo, the pa- Fe.
per will bo colored right through by
It, while a pure pigment will not alF.. A. King, of Tans was In the
ter the shade of the paper and will
city between trains Monday enroute
Senator A. A. Junes of bJi.-- Mexico under no circumstances penetrate It
to Las Wiias and Mora courly on
business.
rxpecled in Santa Fe about April
I'opulur Science Monthly.
1". at wht'di lime prominent
demoC N. Moore of Dexter and county crats will confer here
n:i pprty
commissioner of Chaves coimtv lias mat ten
Wild Duck Consumes Much Rice,
n his wny down from Canada oi
Vm ro"s':l; lug with the tate high-- '
V:
his
a
,
rd
Wlieeloti,
nnipanie by
Alaska to tltn Gulf, the wild duck
iiiv cotMiu' ion this wr !;.
wife passed through Santa Fe this nmkes a
of 00 days io the
Mr. F.
Hunt, of Topcl..i. K.ri v. , cl on his way to Phoenix, lie was I'lilifnrnln rice fields, and during his
came up from V1in.iterri-.:ewtii.:ealir.ia!l with the Ain'Tiear, army for
lay consumes! a Innje part of the rice
14 iimiiiiIis and in many
i I'm
Rio lir.in
s'.e
Ii"t"
crop, n cupful of rice at a meal. Tills,
!
ol in,! '.pent a
"'.v days
ftfhr,
'
W. C. Davidson distri.t engineer considering timt the wild duck
ii
Salt i Fe duriiii; (lie week :
In numbers of perhaps a million
- in the
hoi '.
cily to confer with tiie high
!av
department regarding work tliat or so, nrnki h the situation much more
-.
t C Ten E vel: and
to be undertaken under his new serious than It sounds.
W. M. S o't deleeat , rep:
in 'position, lie was formerly highway1'nion of the First superintendent and has received Iirot
t'u-motion at the hands of ihe huhway statk op NEW MEXICO
Pre UivtrHit: Oinrrh
COUNTY tli' SANTA I'E
Preshyterta! meeting ie!d at Kator. cointnission
In the Probate Court.
th;s week
In the Matter of the estate of Jose E.
Avcrv Turner of t lie Santa Fe Sys- Laconic, Deceased.
NO
fn the first Wednesday after tetn. has resumed the
NOTICE.
K ilter the Santa Fe Liberty Cliom, of the Santa Fe Panhandle Railway,
N'oticc ia hereby given that N. B. I.augh-lin- ,
and orrbetra. will liive an unusual-- from which position he was called
as executor of the Kstate of Jose E.
Iv attractive concert.
Tickets are! to labor commissioner for the rail- - Lacome,
deceased, has rendered and present- o be obtair-efrom Robert I firms- - wav commission with headquarters ! for final settlement and filcl in aai-btin F! Paso. The
e,,url, hn final report aa such Executnr of
at the Capita! City flan,
abolished he ha, returned
jbe,.
MUbit C.lancv was iiveu a s u , t Amanllo.
prnv.il of his account as such executor,
'lift Monday the Sth day of May, 1019,
nee of 00 days for reek-- I
o clock in the foren.ion,
ttie same
i he Santa
less drivitii: by Judiie !l !'
i!
Fe Chamber of
ileitis a reKular term of this conn, at the
and is required ;i pa
has endorsed a budget cailinu let.uit hou3e of baid county of Santa Fe in
mu
,r NiiXKI expenditures, $JtiX) oi which (lie sl.Tie aiorrsam. leive oeen iiw'.-- heir-riontHy ir two sears to tli
as the lime and place
j
t he
o' FV.m.. Ortre.i who was
diis
women unpointed
be a donation
ins? of said report and petition, ami at which
It ,,f a colli, o"
h tl:
f trade for
b, id
pi: bin; purposes, 'tii:ie and place any person interested in
I ,
said estate may appear and (ile exceptions
.1:
;
n
C'.
11''
Streit improvement and
objections in wrilinf to said finnl rca iiiy
the
plan are i: :ei, in
and p. lilion nn.l contest the same.
N,,lu-w fori her
...m- l..l''i;:l:c of
iven that said petition
rf.inizaM
'.
i:.lcr the
n w 'lircctors, ' for final settlement and discharge of,
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MRS. MAUDE

One Hundred and Seventeenth Field
Signal hattallnn of the ftalnbow
now In Germany, and Col. It. D.
Garrett of the One Hundred and Seventeenth has Issued a decree that she
"will be respected and obeyed accordingly."
Mrs. Wnrren holds tbe war record
for tbe entire Aniericun expeditionary
forces for rapid promotion. Less than
six weeks before receiving her ma
...
..i...
..,1 n
,.!,.. ..I mnm
lieu- it.'!":iMi
tenant of the Tli eo Hundred and
'"'jmurtn llll.inl.y "fur tier un- Bwervinu loyalty lino l.nselllsh
tlo
frnM i(,s
Mn bir Wsrr
loos I
In frsnm
Silll-May. 1!HS, (llirlllK wlliell tittle
approval of said report
final
ettbnlent of said Klie litis been Stl.lioln d wllh II number
made
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slate will be iminediat' !y
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lllx.ll t lulls.

Ill Y. M. C. A.

f im
ean'een service ami hospital work.
appf tltn
nieiili made on properly in the: I'll Da! ,!
She served In the front lines ut Cha101!).
of
7lh
fr
this
April,
day
rye
iuibcial district lias been on
teau Thierry, .St. Mibiel, In lie Ar-AI.PRF.UO H'CERO,
SKA I.
.1
It:
Clerk.
by di.lriet Jmlwe Fred Holb
f s,
ponne forest and in the Verdun drive,
Publication
April 11,
n:,ui, who .states thai no assessment I
and
advanced Into German; with the
2,
ast
Publication
May
tie reduced except after a due
division.
troops of the
in court, in wliith it is .rov- Ii,n::uii!n vr He.nl ha
UB NFVn MEXICO
KSTAty,
a personal letter fro
Willis
el that a valuation nigner man ttie hndaDO DE SANTA FE
7
En la Corte de Pruebas.
vs. nat'ona ebaii man of ill.'
m, il ket value has been set by the
En cl asunto del Estado de Jose E. Lacome
WANT TO GET OUT;
or. DiMrict attorneys arc
pM'can part; to be one i the e
ed to
a thorot.frh investigation
NO
paitr't speaker ill the n vt eh:e'
EDUCATIN' SELVES
mblii before piesetittng- assessment claims
ard to send Copii of
AVISO
tresses as be mav make tha' bay, to the court
Por cstas se da aviso que N. B. LaURhlin,
de cl estado de Jose r..
eomo
a bearinT on national issues t
tl,
Romohorly "slipped one over" on
come, finado, ha rendido y presentado para
.it
rational committe-- for the1-- '
en
final
of
dicha corte, su reporte the Colored Development Imttiilion at
Queen
amnio
Qualities.
ard information
de la admimstracion de
Cnmp Trnvls, and although the Joke
Amiability cannot Hl.ino for lack of !,,omo a' eiccntor
force.
Girls wdio are si.il!in
and final, v pruebo de sus cuentas enmo ta. tit first erented consternation Riming
The state corporatio
COI.IU sSli
y que el l.unes dia 5 de Mayo, the members, It has worked untold
dl take tip with tin Hoverr tile nt ngrsieahlo, hut lliup and Inert In the pjecutor
1919. a las di
de la
la miama
ill llleul ties, ilo not com- siendo una junta regular manana,
of
presence
dc cat a corte, en pood in the cases of more than 100 of
lod-a
authorities
i
Miiptati'l
postal
In
dc dicho condado He
cnaa
dc
corte
I.Os
red bv the citizens
liti.is mand respect. Tbe queen quality Is Santa I'e en el Estado ante dicho, ha sido them.
he ofln-i- grace of chtinic-te- r escopido como cl tiempo y lupar para
When the order for demobilization
protesting against the hours in force, null
v
tal
y peticion, y en cual first reached Cnmp Travis, rumors
tiro Ihe iniiiilsi-iii-serwhich they receive
tiltlnc One who
tnteresa-dIitfar
y
tiempo
persona
cualquier
vice. The povernnient office there cannot hummer her wny thmUKli difspread thick and fast as to what was
in dicho estado dche presentarte
closes it 1 in the afternoon, openim; ficulties fulls below tbe inpiisiito of
del tiempo prescrito por ley.
going to he done with the colored
tal
anunciado
Aviso
cs
ft
in
que
aqui
peticion
the morning. The complainants wnnuinbiinil, no matter how great Iter
at
Some were told they were
ts para arrcplar finalmente y drscargo de troops.
sk that a request be made for serGrit.
tal cj ecu tor, como tal y dicha confirmacion going to he sent to Germany, others
personal cluiriu.
Af
el
v
vice from 9 until 5 daily.
Aichn
rennrte
netirinn
n.ira tirrthar
heard they would he required to rearrejrto. final de dicho estado deve aer
France and Belgium,
inmediatamente hecho y que tal ejecutor build torn-tiretira-da- s
efruridadea
sea dc scarga do y tut
while some even heard that an Invadde
responsabtltdad.
ing army of negroes was going to heop.
Fechado cste dla 7 de Abril, 1919.
ALFREDO LUCERO.
SKLLO
gtinlzed to restore conditions In Russia.
Secrctario.
Primera Publicacion Abril 11, 1919.
The most alarming of these reports,
Ultima Publicacion Mayo 2, 1919.
howevf r. was that before any man could
gel his discharge from the army he must
learn to rend and write, and that he
All
Coal,
must sign his own name to his disN. M.,
charge papers. Now, the Colored Development battalion Is made up chiefly
Coal,
Coal,
o Illiterates, and only a few of them
know the alphabet.
Anyway, the negroes saw no hope for future freedom
unless they Immedintely set to work
"oduculln' themselves," as some of
NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT
PHONE 85 MAIN
them expressed It.
The report reached nn officer of the
Army Y. M. C. A. and he immediately
saw nn opportunity of pushing his educational work In these hitherto untouched ranks. The result has been
EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT
tl.nt In the battalion more than one
. .
Just roturncd from Chicago . hundred negroes have learned to read
and write and now one of the fads In
NEW MEDICAL TREATMENT
the organization Is for the men to carry
spelling books and readers around
Improved Cataract Operation
with them. Every time an officer Isn't
PERFECT FITTING OF CLASSES looking many of the men can be found
at their favorite pastime of "educatlu
Santa Fa themselves."
Lauihlin Block
In addition to this 800 others who
at some time or other had learned to
read and write, but who through negliIn this way you will greatly assist
gence had forgotten how, were able
tt "brush up" and refresh their memoof
wsr
Food AdUnited
PERSONAL
ries to an extent that they are able
I
to do both again.
MARRY IP LONELY: for reault, try sit
There are some 200 others In the
beat and most auccessful "Home Maker"
hundreds rich wiah marriace aooa; etrio battalion who had been In school as
far sb the third grade, and these have
ly confidrntial; moat reliable; reaira oi ea
perimee; descriptioaa free. "The Saceeas taken up studies which are In advance
lul Qub". Mrs. Purdic. Box 556, Oaklur
Calil.-of those grades. Three soldier teachH- ers and three "T" secretaries have
BACHELOR GIRL. 2. Worth JO.OUO Would handled these classes which have been
35.
soon.
Toledo,
Mnrry,
League,
In session from 9 to 1 1 :30 o'clock In
Ohio.
the morning and from 1 :1" to 4 in tbe
MARRY IF SINGLE for sure marrui be.
afternoon.
13
eatablished
the
years
Country
largeat is
Thoueanda Honorable Wealthy member
Officers in charge at Cimip Travis
Wishinf Early marriir, both sex. Strictl. are
highly pleused with tins work, and
roflfiHential liat free. The Old Reliable Clu
Tit Madison. Oaklaad, Calif.-say it is among the inn"! important
divibeing d"lie by tin
EARN tH weekly, spare time; writing ten
sion of tli" V M
200 K. W. 7c
K. W.
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CAPITAL

COAL

To Hoaor La Boll Franco
F,
Benjamin
Acting Governor
Pankey has sanctioned the request "Y" Indian On Rhine .
1st
a
as
be set aside
that May1
Miss Anne Ross, descendant of
special French fete day in memory Cherokee warriors, who has followed
The Clayton W. O. W. Lodge
of what La Belle France sacrificed the
Arc perfec.tinpr plans for a big in the worlds war for freedom.
doughboy trail from Paris right
Union County Woodman picnic which
up into Germany, serving as a Y. M.
C. A. entertainer, is not very much
will be held there early in July.
The Drama Laagua Session
with the boctte
Tues- impressed as she finds him in his
Museum
New
in
Held
the
The Eastern Star Social Club
Miss
was
nigiht
day
very
interesting.
native haunts. "Too fat," is her
Of Socorro entertained 49 guests
one of the efficient frequent comment on the Coblenz
at an enjoyaoie auction Driage party Cooperrider,
had
Fe
Santa
.School
teachers
High
res:dents.
for the
Appointments
recently.
of the program, and selected
Miss Ross, or Princess Galilohl, to
games were suggestive of the Blue charge
as her theme one of Barry's plays. use her Indian name, has just been
Lodge.
Woman assigned to Coblenz as an entertainentitled
"What livery
Knows."
er. When she dances she furnishes
Mrs. Barth Honorod
her own accompaniments
with' a
Mrs. Isaac Barth, of Albuquerque, The American Yeoman
tom-toLodge
or a gourd rattle and chants
a favorite in Santa Fc where she
Of Clayton last week initiated the tunes to which the Cherokees
has a host of friends, has been apShe
of the twelve new members at a recent have danced for generations.
pointed county chairman
for the Fifth meeting held in that city. At the finds that the doughboys like the
woman's committee
conclusion of Ihe ritualistic cere- Indian music and dances best of all.
Liberty Loan.
mony an elaborate banquet follow- Even a New York doughhov, "raised
ed, which was largely attended by on Broadway," has to admit that he
Circle Pie Supper
has seen something new in the way
The Ladies of the Woodman members and guests.
of a dance when the Cherokee ma;d
Circle of Hope were hostesses at a
pie supper given at the W. O. W. Wonder What Happened Nest Day takes the stagie at one of the YN M.
The High School Pupils at Lake C A. shows.
hall in that city last week. $64.50
was realized from this .successful Arthur, with a few exceptions, played hooky April Fool's day and took Thought Force
venture.
a hike to the river, cooked dinner
Your
and mine are both part
on a camp fire and enjoyed them- of the spirit
Hard to be a Christian
cause. We have
selves hugely.
Wonder what hap- always stupendous
How can an ordinary human
been, and always will be.
be a Christian, when somebody's pened next day?
First in one form, then In another
darned old horse waits until the
Every thought, word and deed is
ground is soft and then walks over Brilliant O. E. S. Event
decide your next place in the
helping
of
Adah
The
members
0.
one's lawn and flower beds leaving
Chapter
Creator's magnificent universe. You
S.
of
hostesses
E.
were
a string of holes like a shell torn
Albuquerque
will be beautiful or ugly, wise or
battlefield and somebody's darned at a brilliant event last Saturday, ignorant, fortunate or unfortunate,
The social
old burros devour all your pansy beginning at 3 o'clock.
to what use you make of
afternoon passed merrily with cards according
plants?
here and now.
and fancy work. At six o'clock the yourself
Unselfish thoughts, training your
ladies were joined by the men, an mind to desire
A Recreation Club
only universal good,
Has been organized by enterprising elaborate dinner was served to 12S the cultivation of the highest attrisescitizens of Hondale, Luna county. guests. After a short business
butes, such as love, honesty, gratiThat the venture was very popular sion the party danced until
tude, faith, reverence and good wilL
was
by the fact that in
all mean a life of usefulness and
less than 24 hours two lots and about
happiness in another incarnation, as
$150 had been pledged.
The object Department Meeting
well as satisfaction and
A regular meeting of the Civic and in this
is to erect a substantial building, in
sphere.
lima
P.
i 1111.11L nl nit
ii
wliich may Uc l'mlulpcd various forms M'nlfo.
.a
Even if you escape the immediate
v.ii.uic uki-n- ..Im.l
ii
of amusement.
Select dances will Woman's Club was held Tucsrlav results of the opposite course of acbe held at intervals.
The plan is afternoon at the home of Mrs. F. tion here, you must face the law of
'o have everything done on a sound; W. Clancy, Palace avenue. Mrs. cause and effect in the next state.
business bas, and it is expected W. E. Carroon.,chairman presiding. It is inevitable.
God, the maker of
tliat tlie buildintr will be a credit toi Mrs. E. S. Spindler was nominat all things, does not change His laws.
Hondale and that the life of the ed as the new chairman of this de- "As you sow you reap." "As a man
vonnpt people will lie rendered much partment for the coming year. Mrs. thinketh so is he." There is no remore pleasant by the opportunities Anna Townsend, 1st director, Mrs. venge in God's mind. He simply
offered through a recreation club. Katlierne Patterson 2nd director makes His laws, and we work our
Mrs. von Nyvenhcim was elected a destinies for pood or ill according
member from this department to to our adherence to them or violaAn Amusing- Incident Occurred
At Taiban last week when the Red serve on the revision committee.
tion of them. The Creator makes
no mistakes. Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
Cross Ladies were packing clothes in
des-Students
Back
at
Office
t
ihe Post
Luildine: for the
College
The
of
students
State
the
Mr.
of
war
tute
College
refugees
Belgium,
OWED TO THE FLIVER
r
for the New have resumed their studies this week
White, a
a
five
after
at
Mexico Commission
of
spending
days
camp
Company
Clovis had left liis overcoat in the in the mountains sixteen miles from The Ford is my car:
the College. The camp was a large I shall not want another;
office.
The energetic ladies were enthused one, 19 big tents being required to It makcth me to lie down in wet
places ;
to find a perfectly splendid over- bouse the students and 7 for the ofcoat and promptly packed it with ficers who accompanied them on the It soilcth my soul;
It leadeth me in the paths of ridiother garments destined for oversea trio.
cule for it's name sake;
It Svas conducted strictly on a
In the midst of the
service.
a breakdown for me in
almost
Mr. military basis even to guard duty. It prepareth
completed
packing,
the presence of mine enemies;
White appeared on the scene and SI, am battles in wh'ch thev chased
I run through the valbegan a diligent search for his over- all over the country furnished ex- Yeah, thought
leys, I am towed up the hills;
The ladies realized
their citing entertainment for the boys. I fear
coat.
great evil when it is with me ;
mistake and after much merriment, In marching back to the College Ft
anointeth my face with oil;
thev covered the distance of sixteen
looked it up and returned same.
miles in two hours 48 minutes and It's rods and it's engine discomfort
me;
Big Brother Movement Launched
carrying their guns.
It's tank runneth over;
At a largely attended meeting for
Surely to goodness, if this thing folmen held the tatter part of last week New Chapter Organised
low me all the days of my life
Last 'week a new Eastern Star
at Roswell in the Commerce buildI shall dwelt in the house of the
ing, the community committee work Chapter was organized at Anthony,
forever.
was outlined and the Big Brother instituted by Grand Patron of New
movement launched. The Rev. Ed- Mexico, Frank A. Hawley, of Las
ward S. Doan, chief probation of- Cruces. The degree work was exScientific Rose Growing.
a
ficer of the juvenile court, explainemplified by the officers of Harmony
An authority states tbnt a
under
the
of
the
as
direction
ed the Big Brother movement
to Chapter,
rose grower receives about as much
the getting together of the big and Worthy Matron F. A. Vaughn.
Three of the principal officers of pay as the average college professor,
little brothers., for their mutual
Renick Chapter were installed as fol- and that his knowledge, as a rule, costs
benefit.
The men will not only be called lows: Mrs. A. J. Lightfoot, worthy htm ffbout us much. Tbe demand for
rlso
upon to brother court cases, but also matron, Mrs. Joseph Livesay, asso- roses In the large cities has given
boys who need special assistance and ciate matron, and Claude Thompson to a new specialist the man who
advice in order to help them keep worthy patron. Mrs. Allie J. Kanen, knows how to raise beautiful bads,
of EI Paso, formerly of Santa Fe, with long, strong stems. Skill ts reon the right track.
A stirring and masterful address and past Grand Matron of New Mex- quired to grow them well, and sclen-tH- c
was delivered by Dr. J. W. Kinsing;- - ico acting as installing) marshal.
attainment of a high order Is
After the session the party en- needed to
nr in'whtrb lie annalpH in the men
produce cut flowers of the
to support and stand by a clean pro-- j joyed a Spanish dinner served in the first
grade.
hall.
ba'nquet
pram.
m
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Banal la VoaJoa
The first iaxs band to give s cos
cert in gondolas on the famous canals of Venice is one of the A.E.F.
bands composed of the men of the
United States Ambulance Service
with the Italian Army. So good a
record of its entertainment ability
did it bring from Italy that It has
been granted two months additional
time in France for a tour of leave
areas and base ports under the management of the Army Y. M. C, A.
.This "band before it left America, ap
peared in ' Ooodbye Hill a play given
for the benefit of the Liberty Loan
campaign, and In Italy It played st
Florence, Rome, Bologna, Naples and
Venice, where they gave a jazz concert in gondolas on the Grand Canal.
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Successful Boa Supper
Over $43.60 was cleared at a box
supper and entertainment given at
Valley school house in
Mora county last week.
The proceeds will be used to purchase school
supplies.

Had-ha-

1

Cartwrick!

Marians.

Delightfully entertained the members of the Saturday Evening Club
and a few gueitt at her home on
De Vargas street Saturday night.
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Taliaferro, of the Santa Fe
railway company is in the city on
b ,s Hcsi connected with taxation.
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Here and There Over the State
TO-DA- Y

Moulton mayor of Corona
is among this week visitors
R.

E.

CHURCHES

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,

tc

Mrs. B. 8.
Is entertainine: several ladies at s
bridge party at her horns on East
Palace avenue this afternoon.
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Swastika Coal, Cerrillos
Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid,
Anthracite
Madrid Smithing
Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.
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Save Wheat and Meat by Eating
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POTATOES

in the

tasks
great
ministration.

the

CLASSIFIED

States

Qfio

per
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. W.
All in excess of the above 4c per K. W.
Rates for Cooking;.

is hale
where, the year round. Bevo
refreshment for wholesome ihirsi---r- a
invigorating soft drink. Ideal for
the athlete or the man in physical or
menial training good to train and
gain on. Healthful and appetizing.

SANTA FE WATER & UGHT
COMP.ANY

i

ST.LOUIS

ANHEUSER-BUSC- H

No.

--t

f

newspapers, tnafrazinea. Exp. unnec; details
Free. Press Syndicate. 215 St. Louis

RANCH
Raby chick, and hatching eggs. To crery
thinkina? breeder this wonderful lion area
atbek of thoroughbred, heavy taring ainle
cr,mb White Leehoma, which will reproduce
themselves, bred to shell out egg, and do
it: our Mock will erode your stock as aod
not down, because it i, scientifically bred
to do just that. Pullets, hen, sad cook-erelhardy, tree raagc yigoroa, stock. Kgsn,
incubator lot, or netting
guaranteed can
that hatch arc eggs that pay. laid by bean,
not pullet,; every egg hand picked. Chicks
frasn
trawaeat ntock. ttt
prepaid to year express office ia lots m
or snore, gmaraateca Mrs oe
I nlss
sauaata
what I odsertias.
seaa
tea
or
sasrtisn sari
S.
Daaror. Cak.
UNIVERSITY PK. POULTRY

Special

rt

shootin,i-idin$.Foreveibody,eve-

No.

POWER RATE

nd

For business men .professional men,
men of sports folf , bowling, tennis

H. S. KAUNE & CO.

:

soft drink

aff-ijoar-tou-
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He Takes the Blue One.
Of course you've heard about tha
hardworked guy wlio.se Job was. to
pick the blossoms off the family century plant; the bloke who sticks the
dominoes and
pots on double-hlmi- k
tte culprit whose life work Is making
bird seed for cuckoo clocks, but the
knotted, floatln
chanipeen, double-boaxled and vulcanized war loafer Is the
cnaa who" said he was doing war work
ty picking p tha stitches his wtfs
dropped when she knitted. ' Indianapo-

lis 8tsr.
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